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Plaintiff,. DREW ~MORIAL HOSPITAL, lNC. by and through its attorneys, Mann & 
I 

I(etnp, PLLC,. The Edwards Film, PLLC .and Gibson & Keith, PLLC, on behalf of it~elf an~ all 

others siwilarly situated, brings this class action lawsui~ against Defendants ~d states as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

l. Drug companies should never place their desire for profits above the health and 

well;.being pf their customers QI the communities where those customers live. B.ecause they know 

presctibing doctors.and other health-care providers rely on drug companies' statements in making 

ti:eatment decisions, drug companies musttell the.truth when marketing their drugs and ensure that 

their marketing claims· are supported by scienc;e and·medical evidence. 

2. Defendants broke these simple· rules and helped unleash a healthcare crisis that has 

had far-reaching financial, social, an~ deadly consequences in the State of Arkansas. 

3. Defendants manufacture, market, distribute, and sell prescription opioids 

(hereinafter "opioids"), including brand-name drugs like Oxycontin and Percocet. and genetic 

drugs like oxy6odone and hydrocodone. which are powerful narcotic painkillers. Historically, 

because they were oonsidered too addictive and debilitating for treatment of cbron}c pain (like 

back paint migraines. and arthritis), opioids· were used only to treat sh9rt-term acute pain or for 

palliative ( eud oflife) care. 

4. But by the late 1990s, and continuing today, each Defendant began a marketing 

scheme designed to persuade doctors and patients that opioids can be used effectively f~r treatment 

of chronic P.~ a far broader group of patients much more likely to become addicted and sufter · 

other adverse effects from lorig-tenn use of opioids. In connection. with this scheme, each · 

Defep.da.nt spent, and. continues. to spend, millions of dollars on promotional activities and· 

materials that falsely deny or trivialize the risks of opioids while overstating the benefits of usmg 

opfoids to treat chronic pain. As to the risks, Defendants falsely and misleadingly, and contrary to '. 
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the Iangµage of their drugs' hiQels: (1} downpl.ayed the serious ri&k of addition; (2) promoted the 

concept of"pseudoaddiction" and thus advocated that the signs of addiction should be treated with 

.more opio:ids; (3) exa~erateq the effectiveness of screenin~ tools in preventing addiction; (4) 

claimed that opioid dependence and wi~drawal are easily managed; (5)denied the risks of higher 

opioid dosages; and (6) exaggerated the effectiveness oft.abuse-deterrent" opioid formulations to 

prevent abuse and ·addiction, Conversely. Defend~nts ~lso falsely tout~ the benefits of long:-tenn 

use, iD.cluding the supposed ability of opioids to improve function and quaiity oflife, even though 

there was no "good. evidence" to support Defendants' claims. 

5. Defendants disseminated these common messages. to rev~se _the popular filld 

medical understanding of opioids. They disseminated these m:~sages directly~ through their sales. 

·representatives, and in spe1:1ker groups led by physicians Defendan~s recruit~ for their support of 

Defendants' marketing messages. Defendants also worked through third parties they controlled 

by: (a) funding. assisting, encouraging, aµd dir~cting doctors, known as "key opinion leaders" 

("KO Ls'') and (b) funding. assisting, directing, and encoul'aging seemingly neutral and credible 

professional societies and patient advocacy groups (referred to hereinafter as "Front Groups"). 

Defendants then worked together with those KOLs and Front Groups to taint the sources that 

doctors and patients relied on for ostensibly "neutral" guidance, such as treatment guidelines, 

Continuing Medical Educati.on ("CME") programs, medical conferences and seminars, and 

scientific articles. Thus, working individually and collectively, and through these Front Groups 

and KOLs, Defendants persuaded doctors and patients that what they had long known-that 

opioids are addictive drugs, unsafe in most circumstances. for long-tenn use--was \llltrue, and 

quite the opposite, that U1e compassionate treatment of pain required opioids. 

4. 
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6. Each Defendant knew th.,'1.t its :misrepresentations of the risks and be!'iefits ·of 

opioids were not supported by or were qirectly contrary to the scientific evidence. Indeed, the 

falsity of each Defendant's misrepresentations has been confinned by the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration ("FDA") and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"), ia.cluciing. 

by t11e CDC i.Ji its Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain, issu¢ in 2016 and 

approved by the FDA ("2016 CPC G:uideline''). OpiQid manufacturers, including Defendants 

Endo Phannaceuticals, Inc. and. Purdue Pharma L.P ·y have also entered into settlements 

agreements. with public entities th.at prohibit them from making many of the misrepresentations 

identified in this Complaint i.11 other jurisdiction&. Yet e\len now, each Defendant continues to 

misrepresent the risks and benefits of long-term opioiq use and continues to fail to correct its past 

misrepresentations. 

7. Defendants' efforts were wildly successful. Opioids are now the most prescribed 

class of drugs; they generated $11 billion in revenue for drug companies in 2014 alone. In an 

open letter to the nation's physicians in August 2016, the then-U.S. Surgeon General expressly 

connected this "urgent health crisis" to !•heavy marketing of opioids to doctors ... (m]any of 

[whom] were even taught - incorrectly - that opioids are not addictive wben prescribed for 

legitimate pain." This epidemic, fueled by opioids lawfully prescribed by doctors, has resulted in 

a flood of prescription opioids available for illicit use or sale (the supply), and a .Population of 

patients physically and psycltologically dependent on them (the demand). And when those 

patients can no longer afford or legitimately obtain. opioids, they often tum to the street to buy 

prescription opioids or even heroin. 

8. It is hardly necessary to say-in this County or this Stat&-that Arkansas is now 

awa.s4 in opioids and engulfed in a public health crisis the likes of which have been seen before. In 
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2016, the total munber of opioi~. doses prescribed to Arkansas patients soared to 2~"5.9 ruillion -

enougli. to supply evezy man, woman mtd child .in the state with 80 pills eaclt. 

9. The·result of Ark~as's ·opioid crisis has been ·catastrophlc. Opioids have become 

the main source of unintentional' Clrug overdose in-the st!!1.te· ~d. due to.the vast supply of opioids, 

the n.umber of annual deaths. attributabl~ to un.lntentio11a1 <Jnig ovei'doses has .rapidly increased in 

recent years. But even these alatming statistics do not ~y illustrate the toll of prescription opioid 

use on patients and their families, as the dramatic increase in opioid prescripti.o.ns to treat chronic 

pain bas resulted in a population of addicts who seek drugs from doctors. Efforts by physicians tO 

reverse course for a chronic pain patient with long-term deperidence on opioids are often thwarted 

by a seeondary .criminal market well-stocked by a pipeline of drugs that are diverted to supply 

these patients by physicians like Defendant Richard Johns, who is currently incarcerated in the 

federal prison in Leavenwort~ Kansas, for operating an opioid •]Jill.mill." Dr. Johns pled guilty 

to federal charges for selling thousands of opioid prescriptio~. 

10. Prescription opioid abuse }Jas not displaced heroin, but rather triggered a resurgence 

in the use of heroin, imposing additional burdens on the state's hospitals addressing opioid ab'1se~ 

Individuals who become addicted to prescription opioids often transition to heroin and other 

opioid.s because they are less ex.pensive and a readily available alternative that provides a similar 

"high." 

11. Defendants' conduct has also exacted, and foreseeably so, a financial burden on 

hospitals in the State of Arkansas, including uncompensated treatment of opioid overdoses, long

term treatment for addiction to prescription opioid.s, treatment for other opioid related injuries, ~d 

treatment of babies born addicted to opioids as a result of their mothers' abusing the drugs. 

12. To redress and punish these viol~tions oflaw, Drew Memorial Hospital brings tltl$ 

class action lawsuit against Defendants on behalf of itself and every other hospital. in Arkansas; 
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excluding thos~ hospitals operated by the $late 0.1,· federal govenunent., to recover compensatoiy 

and puuitiy~ ·damages. 

II. JURISDICTION & VENUE 

r3. This Court has jwisdiction over the subject matter arid parties to this action, and 

ven:ue iS proper in th.is Court. 

m. PARTIES 

14. Plaiiltiff Drew MemoriafHospi.tal.; Inc. is a non-profit corporatipn organized wider 

the laws of the State of Arkansas with its principal place of busines.s in Monticello, Ark~sas. 

Plaintiff is a regional· h~lthcare· provider located ii1 Drew County, Arkansas. Plaintiff has 

provided uq.compensated' care :and. treatment fQr those who suffer in the prescription opioid crisis. 

Plaintiff brings this action oP. behalf of it$elf and all other hospitals in the State of Afkansas, 

excluding those hospital$ owned and op~rated by the state and federal governments. 

15. PURDUE PHARMA L.P. is a limited partnership organized under the laws of 

Delaware. PURDUE PHARMA INC. is a New York corporation: with its principal ·place of 

business in Stamford, Connecticut, and THE PURDUE FRED.ERICK COMP ANY is a Delaware 

oorporatfon with its principal place of business in Stamford, Connecticut (collectively, "Purdud'). 

16.. Purdue.manufactures, promotes, sells, and distributes opioids such as OxyCQntin, 

MS Contin, Dilaudid/Dilaudid HP, Butrans, Hysingla ER, JJDd Targiuiq ER in the J.].S. and 

Arkansas. OxyContin is Purdue'~ best-selling opioid. Since 2009, Purdue's annual sales of 

OxyCoutin }J.ave fluctuated between $2.47 billion and $2.99 billion, up four-fold from its 2006 

~ales of$800 million. OxyContin constitutes roughly 30% of the entire market for analgesic drugs 

(painkillers) .. 

17. CEPHA,LON, INC. is a Delaware corporation with its prini::ipal place of bilsiuess 

in Frazer, Pennsylvania. TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS USA, INC. ("Teva USA") is a Delaware 
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corpoiatiori. With its principal place ofbusineS5 in Pennsylvania. Teva USA acquired Cephalon in. 

October 20ll. 

18. Ceph~lon, Inc. manufactures, promotes, sells, and distributes opioids-sµ:cb ~s Actiq 

and Fentora in the U.S. and Arkansas. Actiq and Feutora. hav~ been ~l'proved by the FDA only for 

the "management of breakthrough cancer pain in patients 16 years of age and ·older who ~e already· 

receiving and who are tolerant to opioid therapy for their \lild~lying persistent cancer pain!'. In 

4008, Cephalon pied guilty to a cr.Uninal violation of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act for 

its misleading promotion of Actiq and two other drugs and ·agreed to pay $425 million. 

19. Teva USA and Cephalon, Inc. work together closely to market and sell Cephalon 

products in the United States. Teva USA holds out Actiq and Fentol·a as Teva products to·the 

public. Teva USA sells all former Cephalon branded products through its "specialty medicines" 

division. The FDA~approved prescribing information and medication guide, which is distributed 

with Cephalon opioids marketed and sold in Arkansas, discloses that the guide was $Ubmitted by 

Teva USA> and directs physicians to contact Teva USA to report adverse events. AU of Cephalon•s 

promotional websites, including those for A~tiq and Fentora, prominently display Teva USA's 

logo. (Teva Phannaceuticals USA, Inc. an:d Cephalon, Inc. are collectively referred to herein as 

"Cephalon."). 

20. JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. is a Pennsylvania corporation with its 

principal place of business in Titusville, New Jersey~ and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

JOHNSON & JOHNSON (J&J), a New Jersey corporation with its principal place of business in 

New Brunswick, New Jersey. ORTHO-MCNEIL-JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., now 

known as JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a Pennsylvania corporation with its 

principal place of business in Titusville, New Jersey. JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA JNC., now 

known as JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., is a Pennsylvani~ corporation with its 

principal place of business in Titusville, New Jersey. J&J is the only company that owns more than · 
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10% of Janssen ·Pharmaceuticals' stock, and eon-esponds with the FDA regarding Janssen's 

products. Upon infonnation and belief, J&J controls the sale and development of Janssc;n. 

Pharmaceuticals'· drugs and Janssen's profits inure to J&J's benefit. (Janssen Phannaceuticals, 

Inc.; Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Phannaceuticals, Inc., Janssen Pharmaceutica, Inc., and J&J are 

referred to as."Janssen.") 

21. Janssen manufa~tures, prQmotes, s.ells, and distributes drugs in the U.S. and 

Arkansas; including the opioid Ouragesic. Before 2009, Duragesfo a~unted for at least $1 billion 

in annual sales. Until January 2015, Janssen developed, mar~eted, and sold the opioidS Nucyn~ 

and Nucynta ER. Together; :Nucynta a,rtd Nucynta ER accoWlted for $172 million in sales in 20l 4 .. 

22. ENDO HEALTH SOLUTIONS INC. is a Delaware corporation with its principal 

place of business m Malvern, Pennsylvania. ENDO PHARMACEUTICALS INC. is a wholly-

owned subsidiary of Endo Health Solutions Inc. and is a Delaware corporation with its principal 

place of business in Malvern, Pennsylvania. (Endo Health Solutions Inc. and Endo 

Pharmaceuticals Jnc~ are referred to as "Endo.") 

23. Endo develops, markets, and sells prescription drugs, including the op.ioids 

Opana/0p!3Jla ER, Peroodan, Percocet, and Zydone, in the U.S. and Arkansas. Opioids made up 

roughly $403 million of End.O's overall revenues of $3 billion in 2012. Opana ER yielded $1.15 

billion in revenue from 2010 and2013, and it accounted for 10% ofEndo's total revenue in 2012. 

Endo also manufactures and sells generic opioids such as oxycodone, oxymorphone, 

hydromorphone, and hydrocodone products in the U.S. and Arkansas. 

24. WATSON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. acquired ACTA VIS, INC. in October 

2012, and the combined company changed its nametoActavis,Inc. as ofJanuary2013. WATSON 

LABORATORIES, INC. is a Nevada corporation with its.principal place of business in Corona, .: 

California. ACTA VIS PHARMA, INC. (tlkla Actavis, Inc.) is a Delaware corporation with its 

principal place of business in New Jersey and was formerly known as WATSON PHARMA, INC. 
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ACTA.VIS LLC is a Delaware Jimi.ted liability company with its principal place of business in 

Parsippany, New Jersey. (Actavis, lrtc., Actavis LLC~ Actavis Pharma, Inc., Watson 

Pharinaceutfoals, ".In:c:., Watson Plumna.. Inc .• and Watson Laboratorie5, Inc. are referred to as 

"Actavis.'j). Activis Pharma, Inc. may be served with process. through its registered agent: 

COrpotate Creations. Network,: Inc., 609 S.W. gth Street, Suite 1900, Bentonville, Arkansas 72712. 

25. Actavis. manufactures, promotes, sells, and distributes opiaids, including the 

branded drugs Kadian and Norco, a generic version of Kadian, and generic versions of Duragesic. 

and Opana, in the U.S. and Arkansas. Actavis acquired the . rights to Kadian from King 

P,Jlarmaceuticals, !he. on December 30; 2008, and began marketingl{adian·in 2009. 

2t). Defendant ~ISOURCEBERGENDRUG CORPORATION is registered with 

the Arkansas S~etary of Sia:te as a foreign for-profit corporation which may be served through 

its registered agent: The·Corpoi;-ation Company, 124 West Capitol A venue, Suite 1900, Little Rock, 

Arkansas 72201. AMERISOURCEBERGEN DRUG CORPORA TION•s principal place of 

business lo'cated in Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania, and is in the business of distributing opioids in 

the U.S. and.Arkansas. 

27. 'Defendant CARDINAL HEALTH, INC. is an Ohio for-profit corporation.with its 

principal place of business located in Dublin, Ohio, and is in the business of distribution opioids 

in the U.S. and Arkansas. 

28. Defendant McKESSON CORPO:R,A TION, is a foreign for-profit corporation 

which may be served through its registered agent: Corporation Service Company, 300 Spring 

Building, Suite 9()0, 300 Spring Street, Little Rock, Arkansas 7220L McKesson Corporation has 

its principal place of business located in San Francisco, California. McKesson is in the business 

of distribution of opioidS in the U.S. and Arkansas. 

29. Defendants Purdue Pharma L.P.; Purdue Pharma, Inc.; The PurdueFrederick 

Co.mpahy, Inc.; TEVA Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.; Cephalon, Inc.; Johnson & Johnson; Janssen 
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Pharniaceuticals1 Inc.; Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Phamiaceuticals, Inc. n/kla Janseen 

Phannaceuticals, Inc. Endo Health Solutions, Inc.; Watson Laboratories; Inc.; Actavis LLC; and 

Activas Pharma, Inc. t7k/a Watson Pharma. Inc~ were at all t.imef! pertinent to this. Complaint in the 

busin~s of designing, manufa,ctuting, marketing, and selling opioids· in the Unit~d States and 

Adcansas and are hereinafter referred· to as the "M~nufacturing Defendants.,, 

30: Defendants ;\merisCQurceBergen Dmg Coi:poration; Cardinal Health, Inc.; and 

McKesson Cotporation were at all times pertinent to this Complaint in the business of distributing 

opjpids in the .United States and Arkansas and ate hereinafter referred to as the "Distributing 

Defendants." 

31. Detendant Dr. Richard Johns is a resident of the State of Arkansas with his principal 

resid~nce located at 5600 Ridgefield Laue, Little Rock, Arkansas 72223. Dt. Jolu1s is currently 

.incarcerated in federal prison after pleading guilty to federal charges of selling opioid drug 

prescriptions. It is believed that Dr. Johns sold thousands of pills out of his medical practices in 

Pulaski, Lonoke. and White Counties. 

32. Th~ identities· of additional John Doe Defendants l through 9 are unknown at the 

time of the filing of this Class Action Complaint 

IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

33. Before the. 1990s, generally accepted. standards of medical practice dictated that 

opioids should only be used short-tetm. for acute pain, pai11 relating to recovery from surgery, or 

for cancer or palliative (end-of-life) care. Due to the lack of evidence that. opioids improved 

patiertts' ability to overcome pain and function, coupled with evidence of greater pain complaints 

as patients developed tolerance to: opioids over time and the serious risk of addiction and other 

side effects, the use of opioids for chronic pain was discouraged or prohibited. As a result, doctors 

generally did not prescribe opioids for chronic pain. 
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34. To take advantage of the. lucrative market for chronic pain patients, the Defendants 

developed a well-funded marketing scheme based. on deception. Each Defendant used both direct 

marketing .and unbranded advertising disseminated by see1'ningly independent third parties to 

spread false and deceptive stateme11ts about t11e risks mi.d benefits of long-term opioid use

statement:S that benefited not only themselves and the third-parties who gained legitimacy. when 

Defendants repeated tl:u;>se statements, but also. 9ther Defendants and opi9jd manufacturers., Yet 

these statements were not only un~uPP91te4 by or contr~ to the scientific evidence, they were 

al~ contrary to.pronouncements by an4 guidance from the FDA and. CDC. Qased on that evidence. 

They also targeted susceptible prescribers and wlnerable patient populations, 

A.· Defend~nts Used Multiple Avenues To Disseminate Their False And l>eceptive 
Statements About Opioids 

35. Defendants spread their false and deceptive statements by marketing their branded 

opioids directly to doctors and patients in Arkansas. Defendants also deployed seemingly unbiased 

and independent third parties that they controlled to spread their false and deceptive statements about 

the risks and benefits of opioids for the treatment of chronic pain throughout the State of Arkansas. 

1. Defendants sp.read and continue to spread their false and deceptive 
statements through direct marketing of their branded opioids. · 

36. Defendants' direct marketing of opioids generally proceeded on two tracks. First, 

each Defendant conducted and continues to conduct adyertising campaigns touting the purported 

benefits of their branded drugs. For example, Defendants spent more than $1.4 million on medical 

journal advertising of opioids in 2011, nearly triple what they spent in 2001. This amount included 

$8.3 million by Purdue, $4.9 million by Janssen, and $1.1 million by Endo. 

37. A nwnber of Defendants' branded ads deceptively portrayed the benefits of opioids · 

fot' chronic pain. For e:itample, ·Endo distributed and made available on its website opana.com a 

pamphiet promoting Opaila ER with photographs depicting patients with physically demanding 

jobs l~ke construction worker and chef, misleadingly itnplyi11g that the drug would provide loo,g-

12. 
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term pain-relief and functional improvement. Purdtte also ran a. series of ads, called "Pai11 

vignettes;'" for OxyContin in 2012 in medical jownals. These a~s fe&;tured chronic pain patients 

and recommended OxyContin for eacb. One ad described a "54-year•old writer with osteoarthritis 

of the hands" and irnJ)lied that OxyContin would' help th~:writer. work more effectively .. Endo and 

PurdUe agreed in late 2015 and 2016 to halt these misleadil'l;g.representations in New York, but 

they may cootinue to disseminate them in Arkansas. 

38. Second, each Defendant promoted the use of opioids for chronic pain through 

.. detailers" - sales representatives w.ho visited individual doctors and medical staffn1 their offices 

- and small-$IOUP spe.ak.er ~rogtams. Defendants have uot corrected this misinfo1mation. Instead, 

each Defendant devoted and continues to devote massive resources to direct sales contacts with 

doctors. In 2014 alone, Defendants spent $168 million on detailing branded opioids to doctors. 

This amount is twice as much as Defendants spent on detailing in 2000. The amount includes $108 

.rpillion spt;lnt by Purdue,. $~4 million by Janssen, $13 million by Cephalon, $10 million by Endo, 

and $2 million by Actavis. 

39. Defendants' detailers ha:ve been reprimanded for their deceptive promotions. A 

July 2010 "Dear Doctor" letter mandated by the FDA required Actavis to acknowledge to the 

doctors to whom it marketed its drugs that "[b ]etween June 2009 and February 2010, Actavis sales 

representatives distributed ..• promotional materials that ... omitted a11d minimized serious risks 

associated with [Kadian]," il').cluding the risk of "[m]isuse, [a]buse, and [d]iversion of [o]pioids" 

and, specifically; the risk that "[o]pioid[s] have the potential for being abused and are sought by 

dnig abusers and peapfe with addiction disorders and are subject to criminal diversion." 

40. Defendants also identified doctors to serve, for payment, on their speakers' bureaus 

and to attend programs with speakers and meals paid for by Defendants. These speaker programs 
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pro.vided: (1) all incentive for. doctors to prescribe a pai.1icular opioid. (so tl1ey might be selected to 

promote the drug); (2) recognition. and compeusation for the doctors selected as .speakers; and (3) 

an·opPortunity to promote the drug through. t~e $peaker to his or her peers. These speakel.'s give 

the· false impression that they are·proViding wlbiasen and medfoaliy accurate presentations when 

they are.. in fact, presenting a s~pt prepared by Defendants. On information and belief, these 

presentations conveyed misleading infonna!ion, omitted. material information, and failed to 

correct Defendants' prior misrepresentations about the risks and benefits of opioids. 

41. Defendants' detailing to doctors is effective. Numer:o'lis studies indicate that 

marketing imp~cis prescribing h!ibits, ·wj.th face-to-face detailing havin~ the greatest influenee. 

Even without such studies, Defendants purchase, manipulate and analyze some of the most ,. 

sophisticated data available in any industry, data available from IMS. Health. Holdings, Inc., to 

track, precisely, the rates of initial prescribing and renewal by in4ividual doctor, which in tum 

allows them to target, tailor, and monitor the impact of their core messageS. Thus, the 

Manufacturing Defendants kn.ow. their detailing to docto.rs is effectiv~. 

42. Defendants el'ri.ployed the same marketing plans and strategies and deployed the 

same messages in Arkansas as they did nationwide. Across the phannaceutical industry, "core 

message" development is funded and overseen on a national basis by corporate headquarters. This 

~omprehensive approach ensures that Defendants' messages are aCCUI"Utely and consistently 

delivered across madceting channels - including detailing visits, speaker events, and advertising 

- and in each.sales territory. Defendants consider this high level of coordination and unifonnity 

crucial to successfully marketing their drugs. 

43. Defendants ensure ·marketing consistency nationwide through national and regional· 

sales representative training; national training of local medical liaisons, the c.ompany employees 

who 1-espond to physician inquiries; centralized speaker training; sili.gle sets of visual aids, speaker · 
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slide decks, and sales training materials;- and nationally coordinated advertising, Defendants' sales 

representatives and phYsician speakers were required to stick to prescilbed talking points, sales· 

messages, and slide decks, and supervisors rode along with them perio(i.ieally to both check on 

their performance and compliance. 

2. Defendants used a diverse group of seemingly independent -third parties to 
spreiid false and deceptive statelitents about the risk:S arid benefits' of 
opioids. 

44. Defendants. alSo deceptively marketed opioids in Arkansas through unbranded 

advertising - i.e,, advertising that promotes opioid use generally but does not name a specific 

opioid. This advertising was ostensibly created and disseminated by independent thh:d parties. But 

by funding, directing, reviewing, editing, and· distributing this unbranded advertising, Defendants 

controlled the deceptive messages disseminated by these third parties arid acted in concert with 

them to falsely and misleadingly promote opioids for tbe treatment of chronic pain. Much as 

Defendants controlled the distn'bution of their "core messages" via their own detailers and speaker 

programs, Defendants similarly controlled the distn'bution of these .messages in scientific 

publications, treatment guidelines, CMEs~ and medical conferences and seminars. To this end, 

Defendants used third-party public relations firms to help control those messages when they 

originated from third-paities. 

45. Defendants aJso marketed through third-party, unbranded advertising to avoid 

regulatory scrutiny because that advertising is not submitted to and typically is not reviewed by 

the FDA. Defendants also ·used third-party, unbranded advertising to give the false appearance that 

the deceptive messages came from an independent and objective source. Like the tobacco 

companies, Defendants used third parties that they funded, directed, and controlled to carry out 

and conceal their scheme to deceive doctors and patients about the risks and benefits oflong-tenn 

opioid use for c.lm>nic pain. 
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46. Pefendants• deceptive unbran,ded marketing otlen contradicted what the:y said .in 

thefr branded materials reviewed by the FDA.. For ~mple, Endo's unbranded advertising 

contradicted .its concurrent, branded· advertising for Opana ER: 

Pain: Opioid Therapy Op=-na ER Advertise~ent 

(Unbranded) (Branded) 

0 .All patients treated with opioids 
require careful monitoring f9r 

''People who take opioid& as signs of abuse and addiction, 
p.rescribed usuauy do not since use ·of opioid analgesic 
be~ome addicted." products carries the risk of 

addiction even under 
appropriate medical use!' 

a. Key Opinion Leaders ("KOLs'') 

i 
\ 47. Oefendants also spoke through a small circle of doctors who, upon information.· 
i 
I· and belief, were selected, funded, and elevated by Defendants because their public positions 

supported the use of opioids to treat chronic pain. These. doctors became known as "key opinion 

leaders" or ''KOLs." 

48. Defendants paid KOts to serve as consultants or on their advisory boards and to 

give talks or present CMEs, and their support helped these KOLs become. respected industry 

experts. As they rose to prominence, these KOLs touted the benefits of opfoids to treat chronic 

pain, repay.i11g Defendants by advancing their marketing goals. KOLs' professional reputations . 

became dependent on continuing to promote a.pro-opioid message, f'.Ven in activities that were not 

dir~tly funded by Defendants. 

4.9. KOLs have written, consulted on, edifed, and lent their names to books.and articles~ 

and given speeches and CMEs supportive of chronic. opioid tberapy. Defendants created 

opportunities for K.OLs to participate in research studies Defendants suggested or chose and then 
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cited ·and promote.d favorable srudies or articles by their KOLs. By contrast, Defondants did not 

suj>port,. acknowledge, or disseminate publicatio~ of doctors unsnpportive or critical.of chronic 

opioid therapy; 

SO. Defendants' KO Ls also served ·on comm:i,ttees that developed treatment guidelines 

that strongly enC,Ourage t1ie ttse of opioids lo treat chronic pain, an~ on the boards .of pro-opioiq 

advocacy. groups ~nd professional societies: that develop, select,. and present CMES: Defendants 

were able to direcnmd exert rontrol over each of these activities through.their KOLs. The 2016 

CDC Guideline recognizes that treatment guidelines can "change prescnoh1g :practices .. " 

51. Pro-opioid doctors are one of the.most ir!J.portant a:v.enues that Def~nqants:use tO spread 

their false.and decep(ive statements about the risks and be1,1.efits oflong-tenn opioid use. Defendari.tS 

know thatd0ctors rely heavily and less critically on their peer~ for guidance, and KOLs provide 

the false appearance of wibiased and reHable .support for chr6nic opioid therapy. For example, the 

State ofN ew York found in its settl~ent with .Purdue that the Purdue website In the Face of Pain 

failed to disclose that doctors who provided testimoniaJs on the site were paid by Purdue and 

conclU;ded. that Purdue's f~ihlfe fo disclo.se these financiaJ C.Onnections potentially misled 

consumers regarding the objectivity of.the testimonials. 

52. Thus, even though some of Defendants' KOLs have recently moderated or 

conceded the lack of evidence for many of the claims they made, those admissions did not 

reverse the effect of the false and deceptive statements that continue to appear nationwide and 

throughout the State of Arkansas in Defendants' own marketing as well as treabnent guideliiles, · 

CMEs and other seminars, scientific articles and research, and other publications available in 

paper or online~ 

53. Defendants utilized many KO Ls, including many of the same ones. Two .of the 

most prominent are described below. 
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i., RusseU Portenoy 

54. . Dr. Russeli Portenoy, fotmer·Chainna:ri of the Department of Pain ~~icineand 

Palliative Care ~t Beth Israel Medical Center in. New York, is one example of a KOL whom 

Defendants id.entitled and pramoted to further their marketing campaign. Dr .. Portenoy received 

research support, consulting fees, and honoraria from Cephalon, Endo, Janssen, and Purdue 

(among others), -and was a paid consultant to Cephalon. ~4-Purque. 

55. Or. Portenoy was instrumental in opening the door for the regular use of opioids to 

treat chronic pain. He served on the American Pain Society ("APS") I American Academy of Pain 

Medicine (" AAPM'') Guidelines Committees, which endorsed the use of opioids to treat ~hronic 

pain, first in 1997 and again in 2009. He was also a member of the board of the American Pain 

·Foundation ("APF"'), an advocacy organization ahiiost entirely funded by Defendants. 

56. Pr. Portenoy also made frequent media appearances promoting opioids and 

spreadfog misrepresentations. He appeared on Gopd Morning America in 2010 to discuss the use 

of opioids long-term to treat chronic pain. On this.widely-watched program, broadcast in Arkansas 

and across the country, Dr. Portenoy claimed: "Addiction, when treating pain, is distirtctly 

uncommon. if a person does not have a history, a personal. history, of substance abuse, and. does 

not have a history in the family of substance abuse, and does not have a very major psychiatric 

disorder, most do.ctors can.feel ·very assured that that person is not going to become addic~." 

57. To his credit, Dr. Portenoy later admitted that he "gave innumerable lectures in the 

late 1980s and '90s about addiction that weren't true." These lectures falsely claimed that fewer 

than 1 % of patients would become addicted to opioids. According to Dr. Portnoy, because the 

primary goal was to "destigmatize,, opioids. he and other doctors promoting them overstated their :-

benefits and glossed over their risks. Dr~ Podenoy also conceded that "[ dJata.. about the· 

effectiveness of opioids does not exist." Portenoy candidly stated: "Did I teach about pain 
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,trtanagement, specifl.cally apout therapy, in a way that reflects misinformation? Well, , .. I ~ess : 

I did." 

ii. Lynn Webster 

58. Anpt4er KO.L, Dr. Lynn Webster, was·the co.;.fuunder and Chief Medical Director 

of.Lifet:tee Clinical Re8earch, an otlier'wise unknown pain clinic in Salt ·Lake City,. Utah.. Dr. 

Webster was President in 2013 and, is a current board m~ber of AAPM, a front group· that 

ardently suppo:rtS ch.tonic opfoid therapy. He is a Seni'.or Editor of Pai,., Medicine, the same journal 

Utat published Endo special advertising supplements touting·Opana ER. Dr. Webster was the 

author of numerous CMEs. sponsored by 'Cephalon; Endo, and PUrdue. At the same time, Dr~ 

Webster was receiVing significant funding :from Defendants (including nearly $2 m,illion. from. 

Cephalon). 

59. During a portion of his time as a KOL, Dr. Webster was under investigation for 

overprescribing by. the U.S. Department of Justice's Drug Enforcement Agency, which raided his 

ciiruc in 2010. Although the investigation was closed without charges in 2014, more than 20 of 

Dr. Webster's fo1mer patients at the Lifetree Clinic have died of opioid overdoses. 

60, Ironically, Dr. Webster created and promoted the Opioid Risk Tool, a .five 

question, one-minute screening tool relying on patient self-reports that purportedly allows 

doctors to manage the risk that their patients will become addicted to or abuse opioids. The 

cla:bned ability to pre-sort patients likelyto become addicted is an important tool in giving 

doctors .confidence to prescribe opioids long-term; and· for this reason, references to screening 

appear in various industry-supported guidelines. Versions of Dr. Webster's Opioid Risk Tool 

appear on, or are linked to, websites .run by Endo; Janssen, and Purdue. 
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61. In 201 f, Dr. ·Webster presented, via webinar, a program spo.~ored by Purdue 

titied,, ..ManaiJi.ng Patirmt's Opioid Use:. Balancing the Need, and the Risk. Dr. Web$ter 

tec;ollll)lended use cif risk. screening loOll:!, U.rine testing, and patient agreement$ as a way to 

. pr;event "overuse of prescriptions'' and "overdose. deaths." This. webina:r was available to and 

was intended to rea:ch Arkansas doctors .. Dr~ Webster aiso was a leading, proponent of the concept· 

of .. pseudoaddiction," the notion that. addictive behaviors shoutd be seen not as wamiti.gs, but. as 

indications ofundertreated pain. In Dr. ·webster's de$cription,.the only way to di,fferentiattrtbe two 

was. to in.crease a patieQf s dose of opioids. As he and bis co-author wrote in a book entitled 

Avoiding Opioid Abzise While Managing Pain {2007), a book that is.still available online, when 

f~ with signs of abenant behavior, increasing the dose "in most cases ... should· be the 

clinician's first res.ponse." Endo distrib!lted this book to doctors. Years later, Dr. Webster 

reversed himself, acknowledging that "[pseudoaddiction] obviously became too much of an 

excuse to gi.ve patients more medication." 

b. Front Groups 

62. Defendants also entered into arrangements with seemingly unbiased and 

independent patient and professional organizations to promote opioids for the treatment of chronic 

pain. Under the direction and control of Defendants, these "Front Groups" generated treatment . 

guidelines, unbranded materials, and programs that favored cbronic opioid therapy. They also . 

assisted Defendants by responding to negative articles, by advocating against regulatory changes 

that would limit opioid prescribing in accordance v:ith the sqientific evidence, and by conducting 

outreach to vulnerable patient populations targeted by Defendants. 

63. These Front Groups depended on Defendants for funding and, in some cases, for 

survival. Defendants also exercised control over programs and materials created by these groups : 
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by C9llaborating on. editing,. and approving their content, and by funding their dissemination. In 

doing ·SO, D~endants ensured that the Gro~s. would generated only the messages Defe.ndants 

wanted distributed. Despite· this, the.Front Groups held themselves. out as independenta:nd.setvfri$ 

the needs of their members-whether patients suffering from pain or doctors treating those 

patients. 

64. Defendants (;ephalon, Endo, Janssen, and Purdue utilized many Front Groups, 

including many of the same ones. Several of the most prominent are described below, but there 

are many others, including the American Pain Society ("APS.,), American Geriatrics Society 

("AGS"), the Fedmition of State Medical Boards ('•FSMB"). American Chronic Pain AssQciation 

("ACPA'1, American Society of Pain Education ("ASPE''); National Pain Foundation ("NPF .. ) 

and Pain & Policy Studies Group ("PPSG"). 

(1) American Pain Foundation ("APF') 

65. The most.prominent of Defendan!S• Front Groups was APF, which 1·eceived more 

than $10 million in funding from opioid manufacturers from 2007 witil it closed its doors in May 

2012. Endo alone provided more than half that funding; Purdue was next, at $1.7 million. 

66. .APF issued education guides for patients, reporters, and policymakers that touted 

the benefits of apioids for chronic pain and trivialized their risks, particularly the risk of addiction. 

APF'al$0 launched a campaign to promote opioids for returning veterans, which has contributed 

to high rates of addiction and other adverse outcomes - including death - among returning soldiers. 

APP also en$aged in a significant multimedia campaign- through radio, television and the internet 

- to educate patients about their "right" to pain treatment, namely opioids .. Al l of the programs and 

materials were available nationally and were intended to reach Arkan5ans. 
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67. In addition to Perry Fine (a KOL from the University of Utah who received funding 

from .Janssen, Cephalon, Endo, and 'Purdue) Russell Portenoy, and Scott Fishman {a KOL from . 

the University of California, Davis who authored Responsible Opioid Prescribingt a publication 

sponsored by Cephalon and Purdue), all of whom served on APF's Board and reviewed its 

·publications; another bo~d·member, Lisa Weiss, was an employee of a public relations fum that 

wo1·ked. for both Purdue ·and APF. 

68. In .2009 and 201.0, ,more than 80% of APF's operat.Wg budget came from 

pharmaceutical industry sources. Including indust.ry grants for specific projects, APF received 

about .$2.3 -qilllion from industry sources out of total income of about $2.85 million in 2009; its 

budget for 2010 ·projected receipts of roughly $2.9 million from drng companies, out of total 

income of about $3.5 million. By 2011, A.PF was entirely dependei1t on incoming grants from 

Defendants Purdue, Cephalon, Endo, and others to avoid using it:s line of credit. As one of its board 

members, Russell Portenoyt explained, the lack of funrung diversity was one of the biggest 

probleqis a~ A.PF. 

69. APF held itself out as an independent patient advo~cy organization. It often 

engaged in grassroots lobbying against various legislative initiatives that might limit opioid 

prescribing, and thus the profitability of its sponsors. It w~ often called upon to provide "patient 

representatives" for Defendants• promotional activities, including for Purdue's Partners Against 

Pain and Janssen'$ Let's Talk Pain. APF functioned largely as fill advocate for the interests of 

Defendants, not patients. Indeed; as early as 2001, Purdue told APF that the basis of a grant was 

Purdue·~ desire to "strategically align its investments in nonprofit organizations that share [its] · 

busiiiesS' interestS . ., 
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70. In ,practice, APF operated· in close collaboration with opioid makers. On several 

o.ceasions; representatives of the drug companies, often at. informal meetings at Front Group· 

conferences, suggested activities and publications for APF to pursue. APF then submitted gran~. 

proposals seeking to fund these activities and publications. knowing that drug companies would 

support projects CQnceive<;t as a result ofth~e com.muoications. 

71. APF assisted in other marketing projects for drug companies. One project fundecl: 

by another drug company-APF Reporter~ Guide: Covering Pain and Its Management (2009) ..... 

recycled text that was originally created as part ofthecompany•s training document. 

72. The same drug company made general gr!lllts. b.ut even then it directed bow APF 

used them. In response to an APF requeSt for funding to address a potentially damaging state 

Me4icaid decision related to pain medications generally, the company representative responded, 

'1 provided an advocacy grant to APF this year- this would be a very good issue on which to use 

some of that. How does that work?" 

73. The c.lose relationship between APF and the drug company was not unique, but 

mirrors relationships between APF and Defendants. APF's clear lack of independence - in its 

finances; management, and mission - and its willingness. to allow Defendants to control its 

activities and messages support an inference that each Defendant that worked with it was able to 

exercise editorial control over its publications. 

74. lndeed, the U.S. Senate Ffo.ance Committee began looking into APF in May 2012 

·to determine the links, financial and otl1e.twise, between the organization and the manufacturers 

of opioid painkillers. The. investigation caused considerable damage to APF's credibility as an 

objective and neutral third party, and Defendants stopped funding it. Within days ofbeing targeted 

by Senate investigation, APF's board voted to dissolve the organization "due to irreparable 

ec0noinic circumstances." APF "cease[d] to exist, effective immediately." 
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(l) American Academy of Pain Medicine ("AAPM") 

7.5. The American Academy of Pain Medicine, with the assistance, prompting, 

involvement, and funding of Defendants, issued treatment guidelines and sponsorecJ and hostecl 

medical education programs essential to Defendants' deceptive marketing of chronic opioid 

76. AAPM received over $2.2 million in funding since 2009 from opioid. 

manufacturers. AAPM maintained a corporate relations council •. whose members paid $25,000 

per year (on top of. other fun<i:ing) to participate; The b~efits included allowing members t<> 

present educational programs at off-site dinner symposia in connection ·with AAPM•s marquee 

event :... its a.®ual meeting held in Palm Springs, CalifotQia, or other resort locati.ops. AAPM 

describes the annual event as an .. exclusive venue .. for offering education programs to do.ctoi:s. 

Membership in the corporate relations council also allows drug company executives and 

marketing ·staff to meet with AAPM executive committee members in Slnall settings. Defendants 

E~do, Purdue, Cephalon and Actavi.S were members of the council and presented deceptive 

programs to doctors who attended this annual ~enl 

1t AAPM is viewed internally by E11do as "indtistry friendly," with Endo advisors and 

speakers among its active members. Endo attended AAPM conferences, :fi.mded its CMEs, and 

distributed its publications. The conferences sponsored by AAPM heavily emphasized sessions on 

opioids - 37 out of rm.1ghly 40 at cm.e confe,rence alone. AAPM's presidents have included top 

industry-supported KOLs Perry Fine, Russell Portenoy, and Lynn Webster. Dr. Webster was even 

elect~ president of AA,PM while under a DEA inv¢stigation. Another past AAPM president, Dr. 

Scott Fishman, stated that be \vould place the.organization "at the forefront" of teaching that "the 

risks of addiction are ... small and can be managed." 
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78. AAPM's staff. understood they and their industry funders were engaged in a 

co.rr.Uno1i task. Defendants were able to influence AAPM through both their significant and regular 

funding and the lead~ip of pro-opioid KQLs.within the organization. 

79.. In addition, treatment. guidelines have been particui·arly .lmportartt in securing. 

accepta.nce for chronic opibid therapy. They· are relied upon by dhctor8._ especially the .general 

practitioners an9 fai¢ly doct9~ targetecl by Defon<Jants, who are·neither ~xperts nor trained in the 

treatment of chronic .pain. Tt~en.t guidelines n,.ot only direcily inform doctors' prescribing 

practices; but are cited throughout the scientific literature and ref~cedby third-patty pay0rs in. 

determining whether they shouid cover treatments for specific indi<;ations. Pbam1aceutical sales 

representatives employed by Endot Actavis. and Purdue discussed treatment guidelines with 

doctors during individual sales visits. 

_80. .bi 1997, AA.PM and .the American Pain Society jointly issued a consensus 

statement, The Use ofOpioidSfor the Treatment. of Chronic Pain, which endorsed opioids to treat 

chronic ·J?ain and claimed that the risk that patients would become addicted to opioids was low. 

The co-author of the statem~nt, Dr. Haddox, was at the time a paid speaker for Purdue. Dr .. 

Portenoy was the sole consultant. The consensus statement remained on AAPM's website until 

2011, and was taken down from AAPM's website only after a docto.r complained, though it lingers 

on the internet elsewhere. 

81, AAPM and APS issued their own guidelines in 2009 ("AAPM/APS Guidelines") and 

continued to recommend the use of opioids to treat chronic pain. Fourteen of the 21 panelmembers 

who drafted the AAPM/APS Guidelines, including KOLs Dr. Portenoy and Dr. Perry. Fine of the 

University of Utah, received support from Janssen, Cephalon, Endo, and Purdue. 
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82. !lie 2009 Guidelines promote opfoids a8 "safe and effective'' for treating chronic 

pain, despite acknowledging limited evidehce, and conclude that the ·risk of addiction is 

manageable for patientS. re$Mdiess of past abuse histories. One panel member, Dr. -Joel" Super, 

Clinical Professor of NeutQlogy at IVIichigan State University aiid founder of the Michigan 

Headache & Neurological Institute, resigned from the panel because of 4is concerns that the 2009 

Guidelines were influenced by contributions that drug companies, including Defendants., made 

to the:~QUSOring organizations and committee membt';rs. These.AAPM/APS Guidelines have 

been a particulady effective channel of deception and have influenced not only treating 

physicians, but also the body of scienti~c evidence on opioid$; the!: Guidelines have· been cited 

732 tin:ies iri. academic iiterature,_were disseminated in Arlcansas during the relevant time period, 

are still available ontinc~ and were reprinted in the Jourl'ZOI of Pain. 

83. Defendants widely referenced and promoted the 2009 Guidelines withQut 

disclosing the acknowledged lack of evidence to support them. 

84. Defendants worked· together, through Front Groups, to spread their deceptive 

messages about the risks and benefits of lorig:.term opioid therapy. For example, Defendants 

.combined their efforts through the Pain care Forum {PCF), which began in 2004 as an APF project. 

PCF is comprised of representatives from opioid manufacturers (including Cephalon, Endo, 

Janssen, and Purdue) and various Front Groups, almost a11 of which received substantial fi.mding 

from Defendants. Aillong other projects, PCF wotlced to ensure that an FDA-mandated education 

project on opioids was not unacceptably negative and did not require mandatory participation by 

prescribers, which Defendants determined would reduce prescribing. 

B. Defendants' Marketing Scheme Misrepresented The Risks. And Benefits Of Opioids. 

85. to convilice doctors and patients in Arks.mas that opioids can and should be used 

to treat chronic pain, the Manufacturing Defendants had to convince them that long~tenn opioid 
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use is both safe and helpful. Knowing that they could do so only by deceivi_ng those doctors and 

vatient$ about the risks and benefits oflong-tenn opioid use, the Manufacturing Defendants mad"e 

Claims that were not supporte':l by or were contrary to the scicmtific evideq~. Even thou&h 

pronouncemeiits by and guidance from the FDA and the CDC based on that evidence confinn that 

their claims were false· and deceptive, Manufacturing Def~nd~nts have n.ot corrected .them, or 

instructed their l(OLs or Front Groups to correct them,. and continue to Spread them today. 

1. Man~acturing Defendants. falsely tdviallzed or failed t9 disclose tbe 
. i ·. 

known risks of long-term opioid use. 

86~ To convince doctors and patients. that opioids ate safe, Defendants d~eptively 

trivialized and faU·ed to disclose the risks oflong·.:term opioid use, particularly the risk· of addiction, 

through a series of misrepresentations that have been conclusively debunked by the FDA and CDC: 

These n)isrepresent;ltions - which are descn'bed below - reinforced each other and created the 

dangerously misleading impression that: (1) starting patients on opioids was low-risk because most 

patients would not become addicted, and because those who were at greatest risk of addiction could 

be re:!!-dily identified and managed; (2) patients who displayed signs of' addiction probably were not 

addicted.and, in aJiy event, could easily be weaned from the drugs; (3) the use of higher opi9id dosest 

which many patients need to sustain pain relief as tliey develop tolerance to the drugs, do not pose 

special risks; aud (4) abuse-deterrent opioids both prevent abuse and overdose and are inherently 

less addictive. Defendants have not only failed to correct these misrepresentations, they continue 

to make them today. 

87. First, the Manufacturing Defendants falsely claimed that the risk of addiction is 

low and that addiction is tmlikelyto develop when opioids are prescribed, as opposed to obtained 
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iilicitiy; and failed to disclose the greater risk of addiction with prolonged· use of opioids. Some 

illustrative examples of these false and deceptive Claims are described below: 

a. Actavis•s predecessor caused a patient- education brochure to be 
distributed in 2007 'that claimed opioid addiction fa p.ossible; but '*less 
likely if you have never bad an addiction problem.'' Upon information 
and belief, based 011 Actavis's ·acquisition of its predecessor's marketing 
materials along with the rights to .Kadian, Actavis continued to use this 
brochure in 2009 and beyond. 

b. 

c. 

Cephalon and Purdue sponsored. APF's Treatment Options: A Guide. for 
People Livbig with Pain (2007), which instructed that addiction is rare and 
limited to extreme cases of unauthorized dose escalations, obtaining 
duplicative opioid prescriptions from multiple sources, or theft. This 
publication is still available online. 

Endo: sponsored a website, Painknowledgc::.com,. which claimed· in 2009 
that .. [p ]eople who take opioids as prescri.,bed usually do not become 
agdicted." Another Endo website, PainAction.com, stated "Did you 
know? Most chronic pain patients do not become addicted to the opioid 
medications that are prescribed for them}' 

Endo distn"buted a pamphlet with the Endo lOgo entitled Living with 
Someone with Chronic Pain, which stated that: "Most health care providers 
who treat people with pain agree that most people do not develop art 
addiction problem." A similar statement appeared on the Endo website 
www.opana.com. 

e. Janssen reviewed, ~ited, approved. and distributed a patient education 
guide enµtled Finding Relief: Pain Management for Older A.dults (2009), 
which described as "myth" the claim that opioids are addictive, and 
asserted as fact that "[m]any studies show that opioids are rarely addictive 
when used properly for the management of chronic pain . ., 

f. Janssen eutrently runs a website, Prescriberesponsibly.com (last updated 
July 2, 2015). which claims that concerns about opioid addiction are 
"overestimated.'' 

g. Purdue sponsoreci'APF's A Policymaker's Guide· to Understanding Pain & · 
Its Management - which claims that less than 1 % of children prescribed 
opioids will become addicted and that pain is undertreated due to 
''misconceptions about opioid addiction[]." This publication is still 
available on.line. 
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·11. Detailers for Purdue, Endo, Janssen, and Cephalon in Arkansas 
minimized or omitted any discussion with doctors of the risk of addiction; 
misrepresented the potential for abuse of opioids with put:portedly abuse• 
deterrent formulations; and routinely did no~ correct the 
misrepr~entations noted above. 

88. These claims are contrary to longstanding scientific evidence, as. the FDA and 

CDC have conclusively declared. As .noted in the 2()16 CDC Gµideline endorsed by the FDA, 

there is "extensive evidence .. of the "possible harms of ~pioids (includirig opioid use disorder [an 

alternative tenn for opioid addiction])." The Guideline points out that "[ o]pioid ·pain medication 

l.ise presents serious risl<s, including .... opioid use disorder'' and that "continuing opioid therapy . . 

for "3 month~. substantially increases risk for opioid use disorder." 

89. The FDA further exposed the falsity of the Manufacturing Defendants' claims 

about the low risk of addiction when it announced changes to the. labels for ER/LA opioids in 

2013 and for IR opioids in 2016. In its announcements, the FDA found that "most opioid drugs 

have 'high potential for abuse.,. and that opioids "are associated with a substantial risk of misuse, 

abuse, NOWS [neonatal opioid withdrawal syndr9meJ, addiction, overdose, and death." 

According to» the FDA, because of the "known serious risks" associated with long-tenn op.ioid 

use, including "risks of addiction., abuse, and misuse, even at recommended doses, and because 

of the greater risks of overdose and death," opioids should be used only "in patients for whom 

alt~ative treatment options,, like non-opioid Qnigs have failed. The FDA further acknowledged 

that the risk is not limited to patients who seek drugs illicitly; addiction "can occur in patients 

appropriately prescribed [opioids]." 

90. The warnings on the Manufacturing Defendants' O\\'ll FDA-approved.drug labels 

caution that opioids "expose[) users to risks of addiction., abuse and misuse, which can lead to 

overdose and death," that the drugs contain "a substance with a high potential for abuse," and that 

addiction "can occur in patients appl'opriately prescribed" opioids. 
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91. The State of New York, in a 2016 settlement agreement with Endo, found that 

o.pioid "qse disordet'.S appear to be highly prevalent in .chronic pain patients treated with opioids, 

with up to 40% of clnonic pain patients treated in specialty and primary care outpatient c~nters 

meeting the clinical criieria for an opioid use disorder.', Endo. had claimed on its www.opana.com 

website that "[m]ost healthcare proyi~eJ"S who treat patients with pain agree that patients treated 

with p:rolonge(l opioid medicines usually do not become addicted/' but the State f otmd that Endo 

had ·no evidence for that statement. Consistent with this, Endo agreed not to ''make statements that 

... opioids generally are non-addictive" or "that most patients who take opioids do not become 

addic~" in New York .. 

92. Second, the Manufacturing Defendants falsely instructed doctors and patieutS that 

the signs of addiction are actually signs of undertreated pain and should be treated by prescribing 

more opioids. The Manufacturing Defendants called this phenomenon "pseudoaddiction,. - a tenn 

coined by Dr. David Haddox, who went to work for Purdue, and popularized by Dr. Russell 

Portenoy, a KOL for Cephalon, Endo, Jansse~ and Purdue - an.d falsely claimed that 

pseudoaddiction is substantiated by scientific evidence. Some illustrative examples of these 

d~eptive claims are described below: 

a. Cephalon and Purdue sponsored Responsible Opioid Prescribing (2007), 
which taught that behaviors such as "requesting drugs by name," 
"demanding or manipulative behavior," seeing more than one doctor to 
obtain opioids, and hoarding, are all signs of pseudo.addiction, rather than 
true addiction .. Responsible Opioid Prescribing remains for .sale online. 
The 2012 edition, which also remains available online, continues to teach 
that pseudoaddiction is real. 

b. Janssen sponsored, funded, and edited the Let's Talk Pain website, which 
in 2009 stated: .. pseudoaddiction ... refers to patient behaviors that may 
occur when pairi. is under-treated .... Pseudoaddiction is different from 
true addiction because such behaviors can be resolved with effective pain 
management" 
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c. Endo sponsored a National Initiative on Pain Control (NlPC) CME · 
progi:tmi in 2009 titled Chronic Opioid Therapy: Understanding Risk While 
Maximizing Analgesia, which promoted pseudoaddiction by teaching that 
a patient's aberrant behavior was the result of untreated pain. Endo . 
substantially controlled NIPC by funding :NIPC proj~cts; dev~opin& 
specifying, and reviewing content; and distri.butin:g NIPC materials. 

d. Purdue published a pamphlet in 2011 entitled Providing Relief, Preventing 
Abuse~ which described pseudoaddiction as a concept that "e~erged in the 
literattir~; to de8cribe the inaccurate interpretation of [drug-seeking 
behaviors] in patients who have pain that has not been effectively treated." 

e. Purdue sponsored a CME program entitled Path of the Patient, Managing. 
Chronic Pain in Younger.Adults at Risk for Abuse. In a role play, a chronic 
pain patient with ~ hisfory of drug abuse tells his doctor that he is taking 
twice as many hydrocoqone pUls as directed. The narrator notes that 
because .ofpseudoaddiction, the doctor should not assume the patient is 
addicted even ifht: persistently asks for a specific drug; seems desperate, 
hoards medicine, or "overindulges in unapproved escalating doses." The 
doctor treats this patient b.y prescribing a high-dose, long-acting opioid. 

93. The 2016 CDC Guideline rejects the concept of pseudoaddiction. the Guideline. 

nowhere recommends that opioid dosages be increased if a patient is not experiencing pain ,relief. 

To the contrary, the Guidf:)lme explains that "[p]atients who do not experience clinically 

meaningful pain relief early in treatment .... are unlikely to experience pain relief with longer

t.enn use/' and that physicians should "reassess[] pain and function Within l month" in order to 

· decide whether to ''minimize risks oflong-term opioid use by discontinuing opioids" because the 

patient is "not receiving a clear benefit" 

94. Every one of the Manufacturing Defenqants has effectively repudiated the· 

concept of pseudoaddiction. In finding that "[t]he pseildoaddictibn concept has never been 

empirically validated and· in fact has been abandoned by some of its proponents," the State of 

New York. in its 2016 settlement with Endo,. reported that ''Endo's Vice President for 

Pbarmacovigilance and Risk Management testified that be was not aware of any research 

validating the 'pseudoaddiction' concept'~ and acknow1edged the difficulty in distinguishing 
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"between addiction and 'pseudoaddiction."' Consistent with this, Endo agreed not to "use the 

term 'pseudoaddictfon' in any training or marketing" in New York. 

95. Third, the Manufacturing Defendants ftl:lsely in.struct:ed doctors and patientS that 

addiction risk screening tools, patient contracts, urine· drug s~reens, and similar strategies allow 

them to ~liably i4entify and: safely prescribe opiolds to pa:tlents.predisposed to addiction. These 

misrepre8entations were e$l)ecially insidious because the Manufacµning Defendants aimed them 

at general practitioners and.family doctors who lack the ti.me and expertise to closely manage 

higher-risk pati.ents on opioids. The Manufa~turing Defendants' misrepresentations made these 

doctors feel more comfortable prescribing opioids to their patients; and patients more 

cornfortabfe starting on opioid therapy· for chronic pain. Some illustrative· examples of these 

deceptive claims are described below: 

a. Endo paid for· a 2007 supplement in the Journal of Family Practice written 
by a doctor who became a member of Endo~s speakers bureau in 2010. The 
supplement, entitled Pain Management Dilemmas in Primary Car.e: Use. of 
Opioids, emphasized the effectiveness of screening tools, claiming that 
patients at high risk of addiction could safely receive chronic opioid therapy 
using a "maximally structured approach" involving toxicology screens and 
pill counts. 

b. Purdue sponsored a 2011 webinar, Managing Patient's Opioid Use: 
Balancing the Need and- Risk, which claimed that screening tools, urine 
tests~ a1.1d patie.nt agreements prevent "overuse of prescriptions" and 
0 overdose deaths." 

c, As recently as 2015, Purdue.ha.S represented in scientific conferences that 
"bad apple" patients - and not opioids·- are the source of the addiction 
crisis and· that once those "bad apples'' are identified, doctors. can safely 
prescribe opioids without causing addiction. 

96. Once again, the 2016' CPC Guideline confirms the falsity of these 

misrepresentations. The Guideline notes that there are no studi~ assessing the effectiveness of 

risk mitigation strategies - such as screening tools, patient contracts, urine drug testing, or pill 
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counts widely believed by doctors to detect and deter abuse- "for improving outcomes related to 

overdose, addiction, abµse, or misuse." As a result, the Guideline recognizes that available risk 

screening. tools "show insufficient accuracy for classification of patients as at low or high tjsk for 

[opioid] abuse or misu.se''.and counsels that doctors "should not overestimate the·ability o£these 

tools to rule.oµt risks from long-term opioid therapy.'' 

97. Fourth, to underplay the risk and impact of addiction and make doctors feel more 

comfoitabl~ starting patients on Qpioids, Defendants falsely claimed that opioid dependence can 

easily be addressed by tapering mid that opioid withdrawal is not a problem, and failed to disclose 

th~ ,j,ncreas~ d~fficulty of stopping opioids after long-term use. 

98. For example, a CME sponsored by Endo, entitled Persistent Pain in the Older 

Adult, claimed that withdrawal symptoms can be avoided by tapering a patient's opioid dose by 

100/o-200/o for 10 days. And Pll!due sponsored APF's .A Policymaker 's Guide to Understanding 

Pain & Its Management, which claimed that "[s]ymptoms of physical dependence can often be 

ameliorated by gradually decreasing the dose of medication during discontinuation" without 

mentioning any hardships that might occur. 

99. The Manufacturing Defendants deceptively minimized the significant symptoms of 

opioid withdrawal-· which, as explained in the 2016 CDC Guideline, include drug cravings, 

anxiety. insomnia, abdominal pafo, vomiting, diarrhea, sweating, tremor, tachycardia (rapid . 

heartbeat), spontaneous abortion and premature labor in pregnant women, and the. unmasking of 

an.'tiety, depression, and addiction-and grossly understated the difficulty of tapering, particular! y 

after long-term opioid use; Yet the 2016 CDC Guideline recognizes that the duration of opioid use. 

and the dosage of opioids prescribed should be "limit[ ed]" to "minimize the need to tape1· opioids 

to prevent distressing or wipleasant withdrawal symptoms," because "physical dependence on 
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opioids is an expected physiologic response in patients .exposed to· opioids for more than a· few 

days!' the Guideline further states that "tapering opioids can be especially challenging after years 

on high dosages because of physical and psyc;hological dependence~• and highlights the difficulties, 

induding the need to carefully identify "a taper slow enough to minimize symptoms and signs of opioid 

withdrawal" and to "pauseO and restart(] .. tapers depending on the patient's response. '.fhe CDC also 

acknowledges the lack of any "high-quality studies comparing the effectiveness of different tapering 

protocols for use when opioid dosage is reduced or opioids are discontinued." 

100. Fifth, the Manufacturing Defendants falsely claimed that doctors and patients could. 

increase.opioid dosages indefinitely without added risk and failed to disclose the greater risks to· 

patients at hiaJler dosa~es. The ability- to escalate dosages was critical to the Manufacturing 

Defendants' efforts to market opfo.ids for long-term use to treat chronic pain because, absent this 

misrepresentation, doctors would have abandoned treatment when patients built up tolerance and 

fower dosages did not provide pain relief. Some illustrative exainples are described below: 

a. Actavis's predecessor cr~ted a patient brochure for Kadian in 2007 that 
sfat~ .. Over time, your body may become tolerant of your cun·ent dose. 
You may require a 9ose adjustment to get the right amount of pain relief. 
This is not addiction." Upon infonnation and belief,- based on Actavis's 
acquisition of its predecessor's marketing materials along with the rights 
to Kadian, Actavis continued to use these materials in 2009 and beyond. 

b. Cephalon and Purdue sponsored A.PF's Treatment Options: A Guide for 
Peopl? Living with Pain (2007), which claims that some patients "need" a 
larger dose·ofai1 opioid, regardless of the dose currently prescribed. The 
guide stated that opioids have "no ceiling dose" and are therefore the most 
appropriate treatment for severe pain. This guide is still available for sate 
onliri.e. 

c. 

d. 

Endo sponsored a website, painknowledge.com, which .claimed in 2009 
that opiojd dosages may be increased until "you are on the right dose of 
medication for your pain." 

Endo distributed a pamphlet edited, by a KOL entitled Understanding Your 
.fain: Tak;ing Oral Opioid Analgesics, which was available during the 
time period of this Complaint on Endo's website. In Q&A fonnat, it asked 
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"If I fake the bpioid now~ will it work later when I really need it?'1 The 
respons.e.is,"The dose can be increased ... You won't •run out' of pain 
relief.;' 

e~ Janssensp011sor~ .a patient·education·gu.ide entitled. Finding Relief: Pain 
Jr.(qnagementfor Oldf!r Adults (2009), which WaS distribut~ by its sales 
force. Thi$ guide li~ted dosage litriitations as "disadvantages" of other 
pain medicines but omitted any discussion of risks of incteased 0pioid 
dosages. 

f. Purdue's, In the Face of Pain website promotes the notion that if a patient'.s 
doctor.does not prescribe what, in the patient's view, is a sufficient dosa~e 
of opioids, he or she should find another doci.9r who will. 

g. P.ilrdue·sponsored APF'sA Policymaker's Guide tp Uni:Jerstandlng Pain & 
lts·Management, which taught that dosage escalations are "sometimes 
necessary," even Wllimited ones, but did not dis<:;lose the risks from high 
opioid dosages. This publication is still available online. 

h. Pw·due sponsored a CME entitled Overview of Managerllent Options that 
is still available for CME credit. The CME was edited by a.KOL and 
taught that NSAIDs and other drugs, but not opioids, are unsafe at high 
dosages. 

Purdue presented a 20l5 paper at the College on the Problems of Drug 
Dependence, the "'the oldest and largest otganization in the US 
dedicated to advanciilg a scientific approach to substance use and 
addictive disorders," challenging the correlation between opioid dosage 
and overdos~. 

101. These claims conflict with the scientific evidence, as confirmed by the FDA and 

CDC. As tbe CDC e"plains in its 2016 Guideline, the "[b ]enefits of high-dose opioids for chronic 

pain are not established" while the ''risks for serious harms related to opioid therapy int.Tea5e at 

higher opioid dosage." More specifically, the CDC explains that "there is now an established body 

of scientific evidence showing that overdose risk is. increased at higher opioid dosages ... The CDC 

also states that "there is an increased risk for opioid use discmler, respiratory depression, .and death 

at .higher dosages." That is why the CDC advises doctors to "avoid increasing dosages" above 90 

morphin~ milligram equivalents. per day. 
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102. !be 201. 6 CDC Guideline reinfo1·ces earlier findings ruu1ounced by the FDA. In 

20l3. the FDA a~knowledged "that the available data do suggest a relationship between incteasing 

opioid dose and ilsk of certain ad.verse. events." For example,. the FDA noted that studies "appear 

to .credibiy suggest a positive -association between high-dose opioid use and the risk of overdose 

and/or overdose mortality." 

103. Finally, the Manufacturing Defendants• deceptive marketing of the so:-caUed abuse-

deterrent.properties of some oftheir opioids bas created false impressions that these opioids can 

curb addiction and abuse. Iild~, in a 2014 survey of 1,000 prlin,ary cate physicians; nearly half 

reported that they believed abuse-deterrent fonnulations are inherently less addictive. 

104.· More specincally, the. Manufacturing Defendants have made misleading claims 

about the ability of their so-called abuse-deterrent opi()id fonnulation.s to deter abuse. For example, 

Endo,s advertisements for the 2012 reformulation ofOpana ER claimed that it was designed to be 

crush resistant, 1n a way that suggested it was more djfficult tQ abuse. This claim was false. The 

.IDA warned in a 2013 letter that there was no evidence Endo' s design "would provide a reduction 
. . 

in oral, iiltranasal or intraveno~ abuse!' Moreover, Endo's own studies, which it failed to disclose, 

showed that Opana ER could still be ground and chewed. 

105. In a 2016 ~ettlement with the State of New York; Endo agreed not to make statements 

in New York that Opana ER was "designed to be, or is etush resistant." The State found· those 

statements false and deceptive because there was no difference in the ability to extract the narcotic 

from Qpana.~. Similarly, the 2016 CDC Guideline states that "[ri]o studies'' support the notion that.: 

"abuse-dete.iTent tech:{lologic;:s (are] a risk mitigation strategy for deterring or preventing abuse,'' : 

no.ting that the technologies-eve1;1 when they work-"do not prevent opioid abuse through otal ·· 

intake, the most common route of opioid abuse, and can still be abused by nonora1 routes." 
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106. Tliese numerous, longstanding misrepresentations of the risks of long-term opioid use 

s~read by Defendants successfully convinc.ed doctors and patients to discount tho.se risks. 

2. M~nufactul'ing Defendants grossly oyerstated the benefits o,f .;hronic opioid 
therapy. 

107. ro convince doctors and patients that opio.ids should be used to treat chronic pain, 

Oefendants also had to; persuade them that tliere was a significantupSideto fong-term.opfoid·use. 

Bu~ as tbe 2016 CDC Guid~li.Qe makes clear, there is "insufficient evidence to determine the long-

term benefits of opioid fherapyfo.r chranjc pain.'' In fact, the CDC found that "[n]o evidence shows 

a lQng-tenn penefit of opioid~ in pain and function versus no o'pioids for chronic pain with · 

outcomes examined at least 1 year later (with most placebo-controlled randomized trials :5: 6 weeks 

in duration)" and that other treatments were inore or equally beneficial and less harmful than long

term opioid use. The FDA, too, haS reeognized the lack of evid!.'nce to support long-tenn opioid 

use. Io. 2013, the FDA st;ited that it was "not aware of adequate and well-con1rolled studies of 

opioicis use longer than 12 weeks." Despite this, the Manufacturing Defendants falsely and 

misleadingly toute<J the benefits· of long-term opioid use and falsely and misleadingly suggested 

that these benefits were supported by. scientific evidence. Not only have the Manufacturing 

Defendants failed to correct these false and deceptive claims, they continue to make them today. 

108. For example, the Manufacturing Defendants. falsely claimed that long-term opioid ; 

lJSe improved patients' function and quality of life. Some illustrative examples are described ,, 

below: 

a. Actavis distributed an advertisement that claimed that the use of Kadi an to. 
treat chronic pain would allow patients to retmn to work, relieve "stress on· 
your body and your mental health," and he]p patients enjoy their lives. 

b. Endo distributed advertisements that claimed that the use of Opana ER for . 
chronic pain would allow patients to perform demanding tasks like. 
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iwnstruction wo.rk or· work a.S. a chef and portrayed. seemingly healthy; 
unimpaired subjects. 

c. Janssen sponsored ·and edited a patient education guide entitled Finding 
Relief: Pain !Yfanagement for Older Adults (2009) - which states as "a fact'' 
that "opioids ·may make it easier for peopie to live normally." The· guide 
lists expected functional improvement$ from opioid use, including sleeping · 
tbrouW:i·the night, returning to workl recreation, sex-, walking, and climbing 
stairs. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Purdue ran a series of advertisements for OxyContin in 2012 in medical 
journals entitled "Pain vignettes," which were case studies featuring 
patients With pain conditions persisting over several months and 
recommending· OxyContin for theni. The ads implied that OxyContin 
.improves patients• function. 

Responsible Opioid Prescribing (2007), sponsored and distributed by 
Cephalon, Endo and Purdue, tau~t that relief of pain by opioids? by itself, 
improved patients'· function. The book remains for sale online. 

Cephalon and PU:rdue sponsored APF's Treamaent Options: A Guide for 
People Living with Pain (2007), which cotlilseled patients that opioids "give 
[pain patients] a quality of life we des~e~" The guide was available online 
until APF shut its doors in 2012. 

Endo's NIPC website pain.knowledge.com claimed. in 2009 that with 
opioids, .. your level of function should ~mprove; you may find you are now 
able to participate in activities of daily living, such as work and hobbies, 
that you were not able to enjoy when your pain was worse." Elsewhere, the 
website touted improv~ quality oflife (as well as ''improved function") as 
benefits of opioid therapy. The grant request that Endp approved for this 
project specifically indicated NIPC's intent to make misleading claims 
about function, and Endo closely tracked visits to the site. 

h. Endo was the sole sponsor, through NIPC, of a series of CMEs titled 
Persistent Pain in the Older Patient, which claimed that chronic opioid 
therapy has been "shown to reduce pain and improve depressive symptoms 
and cognitive functioning." The CME was disseminated via webctUt. 

1. Janssen sponsored,. funded, and edite<l a website, Lt!t 's ·Talk Pt;tin, in 200.9). " 
which featured an interview edited by Janssen claiining that opioids allowed 
a patient to "~ntinue. to function." This video is stjll available today on · 
YouTube. 

J. Purdue sponsored the development and distribution· of APF's A 
Poltcymaker 's Guide to· Cinder.standing Pain & /is Management, which · 
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claimed that "multiple clinical studies" have shown that opioids are 
effective in improving daily functioa, psychologicai health, and health
rela.ted quality of life for chronic pain patients." The .Policymaker~s Guide 
was originally published in 2011 and is still available Online today. 

k. PurdtJ.e's, Cephalon's, Endo's, and .Janssen's sales representatives have 
conveyed and continue to convey the message that opioids will improve 
patient function. 

109. These claim~ nnd no support in the scie.ntinc literature. The:FDA and other feder~l 

agencies have made this clear for years. Most recently, the 2016 CDC Guideline approved l>y the 

FDA conclUded that ''th~re is no good evidence that opioids imptQve pain or ronction with long:-

term l;ISe, and •: ~ .· complete relief of pain is unlikely." (Emphasis added:) The CDC reinforced this · 

conclusion throughout its 2016 Guideline: 

"No evidence shows a long-term benefit of opioids in pain and function versus no 
opioids for chronic pain with outcomes examined at least 1 year later .. /' 

"Although opioids can reduce pain during short-term use, the clinical evidence 
review found insufficient evidence to determine whether pain relief is sustained and 
whe.ther function or quality of life improves with long-term opioid therapy." 

"[E]vidence is limited br insufficient for improved pain or function with long'."term 
use of opioids for sevei::al chronic pain conditions for which opioids are commonly 
prescribed, such as low blick pain, headache, and fibromyalgia." 

11 O.. The CDC also noted that the risks. of addiction and d~ "can cause distress and 

inability to fulfill major role obligations." As a matter of oommon sense (and medical evidence), 

drugs that can kill patients or commit them to a life of addiction or recovery do not improve their 

function and quality oflife. 

111. The 2016 CDC Guideline was not the first time a federal agency repudiated the 

Manufacturing Defendants' claim that opioids improved function and quality of life. In 2010, t11e 

FDA wamed Actavis, in response to its advertising described in paragraph 40, that "[ w]e are not 

aware of substantial evidence or substantial clinical experience demonstrating that the magnitude 

of the effect of the drug [Kadian] has in alleviating pain, taken together with any drug-related side 
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effects patients may experieilce , ... restilts. in any overall positive· i.rr).pact on a· patient's \vork, 

J)hysicaland. mental functioning. daity activities, or enjoyment of life.'; And in 2008, the FDA sent 

a warning letter to an opioid manufacturer, making it clear "that [the claim that] patients who are 

treated with the .dtug. experien.ce an improvement in their overall function, social function:, and 

ability to p~rform: daily activities . . . has not been demon~ated by substantiltl evidence or 

substantial clinical experience." 

112. The Manufacturing Defendants also falsely and misleacUngly emphasized or 

exaggerated the risks of competing products like NSAIDs, so that doctors and patients wowd look 

to opiQids first for the treatment of chronic pain. Once again, these misrepresentations by 

Defendants contravene pronouncements by and guidance from the FDA and CDC based on the 

scientific evidence. lndeed, the FDA changed the labels for ER/LA 0pioids in 2013 and IR opioids. 

in 2016 to state; that Qpioids should only be used as a last resort "in patients for which alternative 

treatment options" like non-opioid drugs "are inadequate:• And· the 2016 CDC Guideline states 

that N$AIDs, not opioids, should be the first-line treabnent for chronic pain, particularly arthritis 

and lower back pain. 

113; In addition, Purdue misleadingly promoted OxyContin as being unique among 

opioids in providing 12 continuous hours of pain relief with one dose. In fact, OxyContin does not 

last for 12 hours-a factthat Purdue has known at all times relevant to this action. According to 

Pmdue>s own research, OxyContin wears off in under six hours in one quarter of patients and in 

under 10 hours in more than half. This is because OxyContin tablets release approximately 40% 

of their active medicine imm~ately; after which release tapers. This triggers a powerful initial 

re8:ponse, but provides little or no pain relief at the ertd of the dosing period, when less medicine · 

is released: This pheno1nenon is known as "end of dose" failure, and the FDA found in 200·8 that 
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a "substantial .number" of chronic pain patients taking QxyContfu experience it. This riot onJy 

renders Purdue's·-promise of 12 hours ofrelieffitlse·~d deceptive, it also makes OxyContin more. 

dan:gerolis b.ecau8e the deelining pain relief patients expe1ience toward the end of each dosing 

period clrives them to. take more· OxyContjn before the next dosing peiiod begins; quickly 

.incteasing the amount of drug they ate takilig and spurring growing dependence. 

114. P.utdue's competitors were aware of this problem~ For example, Endo ran~ 

advertisements· for Opana ER· referring to .. real" 12-hour dol?ing. Nevertheless, Purdue falsely 

promoted OxyContin as if it were· effective for a full 12 hours. Ind~~ Purdue's sales 

~~sentatives:continue to tell Arkansas d9ctors that OxyContin lasts a fb.J.112 hours. 

115. Frortt Groups supported by Purdue likewise echoed these representations. For 

example, ill an amfous brief submitted to the Supreme Court of Ohio by the American. Pain 

Fotindatiort, the National Foundation for the Treatment of Pain and the Ohio Pain Initiative in 

support of Purdue, those aanici represented: 

Oxycontin is particularly useful for sustained long-term pain because it comes in 
higher, compact pills with a stow release coating. OxyContin pills can work for 12 
hours. This makes it easier for patients to comply with dosing requirements without 
experiencing a roller-coaster of pau1 relief followed quickly by pain .renewal that 
can occur with shorter acting mediqations. It also helps the patient sleeps though 
the night, which is oft~n imppssible with short-acting medications. For many of 
those serviced by Pain Care. Amici, Oxycontin has been a miracle medication. 

3. The Manufacturing Defendants also engaged in other unlawful, 
unfair, and ~udulent misconduct. 

l 16. Cephalon deceptive} y ~arketed its opioids Actiq and Fentora for chronic pain even 

though the FDA has. expressly limited their use to the treatment of cancer pain in opioid-tolerant 

individuals. Both Actiq and Fentora are extremely powerful feutanyl-based IR opioids. Neither is · 

approved for. or has been shown to be safe or effective for chronic pain. Indeed, the FDA expressly 

prohi~ited Cephalon from marketing Actiq for anything but cancer pain, and refused to approve 
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Fentora: for the tre~nnent .of c;:hronic pain because of the potential harm. including the high ti$k of 

~·serious and Jife-:threatening adverse events" and abuse-which are greatest in no.n,.cancer · 

patients. The FDA also .issued a Publi~ Heal.th Adviso.ry i.11 iOOJ emph~sizing that f entara should 

only· be ·used· for -cancer patients who are opioid-tolerant and should. not be used for any other .. 

conditions, such·as migraines, post.,Qperative. pain, or pain due to irtjury. 

117. Despite this, Cephalon conducted and continues to conduct a well-funded campaign 

to promote Actiq and "Fentora for chronic pain and other non-cancer conditions for which it was 

not approved, appropriate, or safe~ As part of this campaign, Cephalon used CMEs. speaker 

programs, KOLs, journal supplements, and detailing by its sales representatives to give doctors 

the false impression that Actiq and Fentora are safe and effective for treatingnon-cancer pain. For 

exa,mple: 

Cepll.al4Jn paiq to have· a CME it sponsored, Opioid-Based Management of 
Persistent and Breakthrough Pain~ published in a supplement of Pain Medicine 
News in 2009. The CME instructed doc~qrs that "clinically, broad classification of 
pain syndromes as "either cancer- or noncancer-related has Ilmited. utility" and 
recommended J\.ctiq and Fentom for· patients with chronic pain. The CME is still 
available oiiline. 

Cephalo.n's sales representatives set up hundreds of speaker programs for doctors, 
including many non~oncologists, which promoted Actiq and F"entora for the 
treatment of non-cancer ·p~in. · 

In December 2011; Cephalon widely disseminated a journal supplement entitled 
"Special Report: An integrated Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy for 
Fentanyl Buccal. Tablet (FENTORA) and Oral Transmucosal Fentanyl Citrate 
(ACTIQ)" to. Anesthesiology News, Clinical Oncology News, and Pain .Medicine 
News - three publications that are sent to thousands of anestbesioiogists and other 
medical professionals. The Special Report openly promotes Fentora for "multiple 
causes of pain" 
- and not just cancer pain. 
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118. Cephalon's d~ceptive m~rketing gave doctors and patients the false .impression that 

Actiq and Fentora were not: only· safe and effective for treating chronic pain, but were also 

ap~oyed ~y the FDA for such uses. 

119~ Purdue also unlawfully and unfairly failed to report or address illicit and unlawful 

:prescribing of its drugs, despite knowing about it.for years. Pmdue·~ sales representatives have 

maintained a database since 2002 of doctors suspected of inappropriately presclibing its drugs. . 

120. Rather than repo11 these doctors ta state medical boards or law enforcement 

authorities- (as Purdue is legany obligated to do) or cease marketing to· them, PUrdue used the list 

to demonstrate the high rate of diversion,·of OxyContin--the same OX:yeontin that Purdue liad 

promoted as less addictive-i1l. order to persuade the FDA to bar the manufacture and sale of 

generic copies of the drug because the drug was too likely to be abused. In an interview with the 

Los An~eles Times, Purdue's senior oompliance officer acknowledged that in five years of 

investigating suspicious phannacies, Purdue failed to take action-even where Purdue employees 

personally witilessed. the di version of its drugs. The same was true of prescribers like Dr; Richard 

Johns; despite its knowledge of illegal prescribing, Purdue did not report until years after law 

enforcement shut down a Los Angeles cJinic·that prescribed more than 1.1 million OxyContin 

tablets and that Purdue's district manager described internally as "an organized drug ring." In 

doing so, Pw-due protected its own profits. at the expense of public health and safety. 

121, The State ofNew York's settlement with Purdue specifically cited the company for 

failing to adequately address suspicious prescribing. Yet, on information and belief, Purdue 

continues to profit from the prescriptions of such prolific prescribers. 

122. Like Purdue, .Endo has been cited for its· failure to set up an· effective system for 

identifying and reportjng suspicious prescribing. In its. settlement agreement with Endo, the State 
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of New Yo.rk found that Endo failed to requite sales representatives to report. signs of abuse, 

dl.versfon, and i.napproprliite presctj()ing; paid bonuses to sales representatives. for detailing 

prescribers wh9 were· sub.sequentiy arrested or convicted for illegal prescribing; and failed to 

prevent sales representativ~ fr.om visiting presc1ibers whose suspicious conduct h~ cai.lsed them 

to be placed oh a rio-caU list. 

C. The Manufacturing Defendai1t$ targeted Susceptible Presc:r:ibers & Vulnerable :Patient 
Populations. 

123. As a part of their· deceptive marketing scheme, the Manufacturing Defendant~ 

identified and targeted susceptible prescribers and vutnetable patient populations in the U.S., 

including Arkamas. For ex.ample, the Manufacturing Defendan~ focused their deceptive 

marketiqg on primary care doctors,. who were more likely to treat chronic pain patients and 

prescribe them dlugs, but were less likely to be educated about treating pain and the risks and 

be,neP,ts Qf opioids and t11erefore more likely to accept Defendants .. misrepresentations. 

124~ The Manufactuting Pefendants also targeted wlnerable patient populations like the 

eldc:rly and veterans, who tend.to suffedrom chronic pain. The Manufacturing Defendants targeted 

these vulnerable patients even though the~· oflong-term opioid use w~e significantly greater 

for them. Fot example, the 2016 CDC.Guideline observes that existing evidence shows that elderly 

patients taking opioids suffer from elevated fall and fracture risks, gr~ater risk of hospitalization. 

and· increased vulnerability to adverse drug effects and interactions. The Guideline therefore 

concludes that there. are "special risb of iong-term opioid use for elderly patients.. and 

recommends ~t doctOts use ''additional caution and increased monitoring" to minimize the risks 

of opioid use in elderly patients, The same is true for veterans, who are more likely to use anti-

anxiety drugs (benzodiazepines) for. post-traumatic stress disorder, which interact dangerously 

with opioids. 
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D. .Although the·Manufacturing·Defondants Knew that their Muketing of Opioids Was 

False & Deceptive, They Fraudulently Concealed Thelr Misconduct. 

125. The: Manufacturing Defendants, both indiVi.dually a11d collectively~ .made, 

.promoted, and profited from their misrepresentations about the risks and benefits of opioids for 

chrome pain even though they knew that their' misrepresentations were false: and deceptive. The 

.history: of opioids, as well as research. and clinical experien~e over the last 20 years, established 

that opioids were highly addictive and tespon5ible for a long list' of very serious adverse outcomes. 

The FDA and other regul.ators warned Defendants of this, and Defendants had access to scientific 

studies, detailed prescription data, and r~orts of adverse. events, including reports of addiction~ 

·hospitalization, and deaths - all of which made clear the tlapns froin long-term opioid use and that. 

patients are suffering from addiction,. overdoses, and death in alarming numbers. More recently, 

the FDA and CDC have issued pronouncements based on the medical evidence that conclusively 

expose the known falsity of the Manufacturing Defendants, misrepresentations, and Endo and 

Purdue have recently entered agreements prohibiting them from making some of the same 

mi8representations desCJibed in tbi's Compl8int fn New York. 

126. Moreover, at all times relevant to.this Complaint, the Manufacturing Defendants 

took. steps to avoid de.tection of and to fraudulently conceal their deceptive marketing at)d. 

unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent conduct. For example, the Manufacturing Defendants disguised 

their own role in the deceptive marketing of chronic opioid therapy by funding and working 

through third parties like Front Groups and KOLS. Defendants purposefully hid behind the 

assumed credibility of these individuals and organizations and relied on them to vouch for the 

accuracy and integrity of the Manufactwing Defendants' false and deceptive statements about the 

risks and benefits oflong-term. opioid use for chronic paitl. The Manufacturing Defendants also 

never disclosed their role in shaping, editing, and approving the content of infonmi.tion and' 
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roateriais dissemillated by these third parties. Defendants eieited considerable influen.ee on these 

prpmotional and, "educationar; materl~s in emails, correspondence, and meetings with KOLs, 

Front Groups, .and public relatiol)S companies that were not, and have not yet become, public. For 

example, prunknowledge.org, which is run by th~ NIPC, did :not disclose Endo's involvement. 

0th~ Defend.ants, suCh. as. Purdue and Jansset'b ran similar w~bsites that masked theil' own direct 

role. 

127, Finally, th.e Manufacturing Defendants maniprilated their promotional. mateJ;'i.ats 

and the scientific literature to make it appear that these items were accurate, tnithful,and supported 

by objective evidence when they were not. Defendants distorted the meaning or import of studies 

they cited and offered th.em as evidence for propositions the studies did not support: The lack of 

support for the Manufacturing Defendants' deceptive messages was not apparent to medical 

professionals who relied upon them in making treatment decisions, uor could it have been detected 

by the Plaiiltiff. 

1.2.8. M·anufaduring Defendants successfully concealed from the medical community, 

patrents~ and healthcare payers the facts suffi.ciel)t to arouse suspicion of the claims that the 

Hospit!i.ls now assert. The statute of limit~ions was therefore toiled pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. 

§ 16-56-120. 

E. By ht creasing Opioid Prescriptions & Use, .Defendants' Deceptive Marketing Scheme 

Has Fueled the Opioid Epidemic ~ Caused Plaintiff Substantial Damages. 

129~ The Manufacturing Defen.dants' misrepresentations deceived doctors and patients 

about the risks and benefits of long-tenn opioid use .. Studies also reveal that many doctors and 

patients are not.aware of or do not understaud these risks BJld beni;i:tits. Indeed, patients often report 

that.they were not warned they might become addicted. to opioids prescribed to them. As reported 
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in January 2016, a 2015 survey of more than 1,000 opioidpatients.folmd that 4 ou~ of 10 were not 

told opioids were potentially addictive. 

130, The Manufacturing .0.efendants• dec~ptive marketi'ng s.cheme caused and contin:ues 

to cause doctors ih Arkan.Sas to prescribe ripioids .for .chronic pa.in conditions such as. back pain,. 

headaches, arthritis; and fibromyalgia. Absent Defendantsr deceptive marketing scheme, these 

docto.rs would not have prescribed as in.any opioids. Defendants' deceptive marketing scheme also 

caused and continues to cause patients to purchase and use opioids for tbei.( chronic pain believing 

they are safe and effective. Absent Defendants' deceptive marketing scheme, fewer patients would 

be using opioids long-tenn. to treat chronjc pain; and tho~e patients using opioids would be using 

less of them. ! 

1 · 

131. the Manufacturing Defendants' deceptive marketing has caused and continues' to 
I 

I 
cause the prescribing and use of opioids to explode. Indeed, this dramatic increase· in opioid i 
prescriptions and use corresponds with the dramatic increase in the Manufacturing Defendants' 

spending on their deceptive marketing scheme. The Manufacturing Defendants' spending on 

opioid marketing totaled approidmately $91 million in 2000. By 2011, that spending had tripled 

to $288 million. 

132. The escalating. number of opioid prescriptions written by doctors who were 

deceived by the Manufacturing Defendants' deceptive marketing scheme is the cause· of a 

correspondingly dramatic increase in opioid. addiction, overdose, and death throughout the U.S. 

and Arkansas. In August 2016, then-U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy published an open letter 

to be sent to physicians nationwide, enlisting their. help in combating this '\u'gent health crisis" 

and Iitllcing that crisis to deceptive marketing. He wrote that the push to aggressively treat pain, 

and the "devastating' results that followed, had "coincided with heavy marketing to doctors ... 
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[m Jany-of [whom] were even taught~ incoiTectly- that opioids are not addictive when prescribed 

for legitimate pain." 

133. Scientific evidence demons~ates a strong corrc:;lation between opioid prescriptions 

and oi'.ioid ab:use: In a 2016. report) the CDC explained that "[ o ]pioid pain reliever prescribing has 

quadrupled sine~ 1999.' and has jncreased in parallel with [opioid] overdoses." Patients receiving 

prescription obioids for chronic pain accO\mt for the majoritv of overdoses. For these reasons, the 

CDC concluded that.efforts. to rein in the prescribing. of opioids for chronic pain are critical "to 

reverse the epidemic of opioid drug overdose deaths and prevent opioid-related Q:IOrbidity." 

134.. Conti-my to the Manufacfurin$ Defendants~ misrepresentations. most opioid addiction 

begins with legitimately prescrihed.opioids, and therefore. could have been prevented had Defendants' 

representations to p.rescribers beet!. truthful. In 2oil, 11% of people wbo abused prescription oploids 

got them, tbtougb frie,nds or reiatives, not from pill mills. drug d~alers or the internet. Numerous: 

doctors. !lnd substance abuse cpunselors note that many of their patients who misuse or abuse 

opioids. started with legitimate prescriptions, confirming the important role that ~ors' 

prescribing habits have played in the opioid epidemic. 

135. As the FDA observed in 2016, the opioid epidemic is getting worse, not better. 

Opioids are by far the most commonly prescribed. class· of substances in Arkansas, which ranks 

fourth in the country in pill preseribed according to the Centers for Disease Control. 

136. The ove1prescribing of opioids for chronic pa.iii caused by the Manufacturing · 

Defendants' deceptive marketing scheme has also resulted iti a dramatic rise in the mnnber of infants 

in.Arkansas who .are born addicted to opioids. due to prenatal exp6S\ll'e. and' sUffe.r from neonatal' 

abstinence syndrome. Tues~ infants face painful withdrawal and m:ay suffer long-tenn neurologic and 

cognitive impacts. Babies with NAS typically require extensive hospital stays as they withdraw .. 
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13.7. Defendants' creation, tlrrough false and deceptive adyertisiug an~t other unlawful 

and unfair conduct, of a yi11Ually limi.tless opioi~ ~arket has significantly harmed the Plaintiff 

lfospital.. 

138. The:C(lsts and eonsequenees of opioid addiction are staggering. Pr~cription opioid 

mi$USe, abuse and overdose have an enormous impact on the health and safety ofiri.dividuals as 

well as.communities at large, as the consequences of this epidemic reach fat beyond the individual 

who is addicted. This results in instability iu; communities often already in economic crisis and 

contributes to increased demand on community services sucl1 as hospitals. 

139. The Man.ufacttuing Defendants knew and should have known about these banns 

that their deceptive marketing ha$ causeq. Defendants closely IQonitored their sales and the habits 

of prescribing doctors. Their sales representatives, who visited doctors and attended CMEs. knew 

which doctors were receiving their messages and how they were responding. The Manufacturing 

Defendants also had access to and watched carefully government and other data. that tracked the 

explosive rise fo opioid use. addiction, injury, and death. They knew-and, indeed, intended-that 

their misrepresentations would persuade doctors to prescribe and patiehts to use their opioids for 

chronic pain. 

140. The Manufacturing Defendants' actions are not permitted nor excused. by the fact · 

that theirdrug"!abels (with the exception ofthe Actiq/Fentora labels) may have allowed or did not 

ex.elude the use of opioids for chronic pain. FD.A appi:oval of opioids for certain uses did not give 

Defendants license to misrepresent the risks and benefits of opioids. Indeed, Defendants• 

misrepreseQtations were directly contrary to pronouncements by and guidance :from the FDA based 

on the medical evidence and their o'Wn labels. 

141. Nor is the Manufacturing Defendants' causal role broken by the involvement of 

doctors. Defendants' marketing efforts were ubiquitous and highly persuasive. Their deceptive 
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messages tainted-virtually. every source doctors could rely. on for ipfonnation a,nd prevented them 

from making informed. treatment decisions. De:rendants also were able to haniess and hijack what 

doctors wanted to believe:-namely, that opioids represented a means of relievins thcir·patients1 

suffering and·ofpractiCing medicine more cbmpassibnately: 

F. Defendants' Fraudulent :Marketing Has Led To Record Profits. 

142. While the use of opioids has taken ·an enormous toll oii the Plaintiff, Defendants 

have realized blockbuster profits. In 2014 alone, opioids·generated $1.1 billion in revenue for drug 

companies like the Manufacmring Defendants. Indeed, financial infonnation indicates that each 

Defendant experienced a material incre~e in sales, r~yeriue, and. pI:ofits from the false and 

deceptive advertising and other unlawful and unfair conduct described above. 

G. .Wholesale DistributQr Defendants: The First Line ofDefense 

143. Separat~ Defendants AMERJSOURCEBERGEN DRUG CORPORATION; 

CARDINAL HEALTH~ INC.; AND McKESSON CORPORATION (hereinafter the "Wholesale 

Distributor Defendants~'). Tbe Wholesale Distributor DefendantS are in the chain of distributio.n 

of prescription opioids, chiefly hydrooodone and oxycodone. 

144. In 1970, Congress devised a "closed" chain of distribution specifically designed to 

prevent the diversion of legally produced controlled lijubstances into the illegal drug market. 21 

U.S.C. § 801(2)~ 212 U.S.C. §§ 821-824, 827, 880. This closed system imposes specific duties· 

on wholesale distn1n1tors to monitor, identify, halt, and report "suspicious orders'1 of control1ed 

substances like prescription opioids. 21 C.F.R. § 130l.74(b) ("Suspicious orders include orders 

of unusual size, orders deviating substantially ftom a normal pattern, and orders of unusual 

frequency."). Under federal law, \VboJesale Distributor Defendants were intended to be the first 

line of deferise in the opioid crises. 
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145. Defendant Wholesale DistJ.i.butors owe a duty under federal Jaw to monitor, detect, 

investigate, reftlse-to fill, and report suspicious orders of prescription opioids. 

146. According to the DEA, the Wholesale Distributors are uone of the .key components 

of the disbibutiqn chain. If the closed.system is to function properly ... distributors must be vigilant 

in deeiding whether a prospective customer can be .trus~ed to deffver controlled substances ·only 

for lawful pmposes. This responsibility is critica.4 as ... the illegal distributi~n of controlled 

substances has a substantial and detrimental effect on tb,e health and general welfare of the 

American p~ple." 

147. Each Wholesale Distributor had an affirmative duty un<ler federal law to act as a 

gatekeeper guardin~ragainst the.diversion of the highly addictive, dangerous opioid drugs. Federal 

law requires that .Distributors of Schedule II drugs, including opioids, must maintain "effective 

control against diversion of particular controlled substances into other than .legitimate medical, 

scientific, and industrial channels." 21 U.S.C.A. §§ 823(b)(l).. 

148. In addition to reporting all suspicious orders, distnbutors must also stop shipment 

011 any order which is flagged as suspicious and only ship orders which were flagged as potentially 

suspicious if, after conducting due diligence, the distributor can determine that the order is not 

likely to be diverted into illegal channels. See Southwaod Pltarm., Inc., 72 Fed. Reg. 36,487. 

36,501 (Drug Enf>t Admiu. July 3, 2007)~ Masters Phannaceutical, Inc. v. Dn.1g Enforc~ment 

Administration, No. 15-11355 (D.C. Cir. Iune 30, 2017). Regardless, all flagged orders must be 

reported. Id. 

149. Opioid prescription drugs are regulated for the purpose of providing a .. closed" 

system intended to reduce the widespread diversion of these drugs out oflegitimate channels into 

the illicit market, while at the same time providing the legitimate drug industry with a uqified 

approach to narcotic and dangerous. 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4566, 4571-72. 
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150. Upon-infoanation and belief, th.e·wholesaie Distributors failed to tepoit to the-DEA 

"s\1$piciops orders" originating from Arkansas, includ,ing orders shipped pi.U"su.ant to prescnptions-. 

written by Separate Defendant Richard Johns. The Wholesale Distributor Defendants likew.iSe 

faile<;l to repo,rt orders of pr~Cti~tion opioids which Defendants knew or. shoqld hav~ k;no\Vn were 

likely to be delivered and/or diverted into Arkansas. 

151. Plaintiff 8.1.leges that the Defendant Wholesale Distributors unlawfully filled 

suspicious orders of unusual size, orders deviating substantially from a normal pattem and/or 

.orders of Wlusu.al. frequency, includi.llg those prescriptions issued .by Defendant Richard ·Johns. 

152. Each Defendant Wholesale Distributor breached its duty to maintain effective 

controls against diversion of prescription opioids into other th.an· legitimate medical, scientific, and 

industrial chamiels. 

153. Each Defendant Wholesale Distributor breached its duty to provide effective 

cont.cols and procedures to guard agai~t tl1e1t and dive~on of controlled substances in vioJatjon 

offederal law. 21CFR§1301.74(b). 

154. Each Defendant' Wholesale Distributor breached its duty to design an4 operate a 

system to disclose suspicious orders of controlled substances and failed to inform the DEA of 

"susp~cious orders for drugs when discovered" in violation of21 CFR § 130l.74(b). 

i 55. Defendant Wholesale Distribi1tors' violations of federal law amoW.lts to evidence 

oft.heir negligence. AMI-Civil 601. 

V. CLASS ACTION CLAIMS 

156. Plaintiffbrings this action individually and in a representative capacity pursuant to 

Arkansas Rule of Civil Procedure 23 against·the Defendants pleading claims of common. law

negligence and statutory claims of strict product liability and the Drug Dealer. Liability Act, on 
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behalf of the. following class:· .all ho8pitals in the. State of Arkansas,. specifieally excluding all 

hQspitals owned or operated by the.State of Arkansas .. 

157. The class pl!lintiffs are so ll\.lJ.llerous that joinder of au individual claims is 

1mpracticahle. Upan infonnatioii. and beli.et: the class consists of approximately 90 separate 

facilities throughout th~ State ofArk~as·serving various popu1atioqs from rural communities to 

more prosperous urban settings. The opioid c.rlsis set in motion by Defendants• wrongful conduct. 

is truly as .statewide .phenomenon. 

158. Specifically excluded from the putative Plaintiff Class are hospitals owned .!lr 

operated by the state or federal government. 

159. There are questions of law and fact comm.on to the Plaintiff Class which 

pr~ominate questions affecting only individl.ial class members. Such common questfons include, 

but are not limited to 

a. Whether Defendants. violated Food and Drug Administration regulations, 
including regulations governing promotion and marketing of prescription 
drugs. 

b. Whether Defendants adequately warned of the dangers posed by opioid use 
for treabnent of chronic pain. 

c. Whether Defendants' opioids were supplied to the end user in a defect 
condition that rendered the drug unreasonably dangerous. 

d. Whether the drug's defective condition was a proximate cause to Plaintiff's 
damages. 

c. Defendants knowingly participated in the chain of distribution of an illegal 
drug or participated in the illegal drug market at any time dwfag the illegal 
dlug use of.an inpividual drug user. 

f. Whether Defendants knowingly tumed a blind eye to suspicious orders of 
opioid prescription drug5. 
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160. The Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interest Of the Plaintiff Class and 

has. familiarity with the allegations ~xpresse4 berefu and: is able to assist in decision making as to 

the conduct o(the litigation, 

161. Plaintiffs· claims are. typfoal of the claims of the Class because the class 

represe_n.tatiy~'s claim$ atjse ~m the Defendants• .nation-wide scheme to promote the sale of 

opioid drugs that ultimately led to· the uncompensated care and treatment necessarily provided by 

the Plaintiff Class. 

162. Plaintiff has retained counsel qualified, experienced and able to conduct the 

litigation~ and Plaintiff has made arrangements to cover the costs a8sociated with this litigation .. 

163·.. If each class meirtber were required to pursue individual actio11s, it would be 

ec0nomically and judicially unfeasible. A class action is appropriate and the superior method for 

the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy. 

VII. CAUSES OF ACTION 

COVNT ONE: NEGLIGENCE AGAINST ALL D:&FENDANTS 

164. Plai.ntiff inoorporates the.allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-163 as iffully·s·et 

forth herein .. 

165. The Manufacturing Defendants, the Wholesale Distributor Defendants, and 

Richard Johns owed a duty to use ordinary care, or that. care that a reasonable person would use 

under circuttl.Stailces similar to those shown by the evidence. Defendants general duty owed to 

Plaintiff. rests upon Defendants activities manufacturing, marketing, distributing, and selling 

opioids in tbe State of Arkansas. 

166. In Jnilnufacturing, marketing, distributing and selling opioids, a 'highly dangerous 

and addictive clrug, Def~dants h$d a duty to act as a reasonable person and. take precautions to. 

avoid unreasonable risks arid inj'ury to others:. iricluding the Plamtiff Class. 
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167. A reasonably p111dent manufactun;r, distributor, and prescribing physicia11 \Vould 

nave, or. shott.ld have, anticipated the scourge of opioid addition and :that it would wreak havoc on 

com,niuniti~an!i leave healthcare providesholdipg the bill fo:rproviciing lifesaving and expensive 

care for:those. who became addicted'. to Defenda11ts'· drugs. 

168. Defend,an~s breached the duty they owed to Plaintiff. as outlined above and 

incorporated herein. by failing .'to .warn of the significant risks posed by prescription opioids, by 

failing to warn physicians and the public of the risks of' addictio11, by turning a blind eye to known 

suspicious.orders ·of prescription opioids, by failing to report known pill mills, among others. 

169. Defendants' breach of the duty they owed. to' Plaintiff resulted in foreseeable' 

damag~~ 'Plaintiffpfo:viqed uncompensa,ted care and treatment to those inJqred:as a result of the· 

prescription opfold crisis. 

170. As a direct and proximate result of such grossly negligent, willful, wanton, reckless;. 

malicious and/or intentional conduct. Plaintiff asserts a cbdm for judgment for all compensatory 

and punitive damages against the Defendants including, but not. limited to, unconipensated care 

and treatment of those who became addicted to J)efendants' drugs and those individuals injured in 

the drug trade in an amount exceeding that required by federal court jurisdiction in diversitjr of 

citizenship cases; to be detennined by the jury, plus costs and all other relief to which Plaintiff is 

entitled by law. 

171. The .Plaintiffs are also entitled to punitive damages as t1ie defendants knew or 

should have known, in light of the surrounding circumstances, that their actions wol.tld naturally 

and probably result in injury or damage, yet the Defendants acted in reckless disregard of the 

consequences from which malice may be inf etTed. 
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COUNT TWO: STRICT J;l~ODUCT .LIABILITY 

l72. Plaintiff incorporates the. allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-171 as. iffully set 

fo.rth ~erein .. 

173. At all times pertinent to this cailse of action, the Defendants· were engaged in the 

business 9fmanufact))ripg, a.ssemJ>ling, seU.mg, and distributing opioidS. 

174. At the time that the Defenclants manufacta!W and sold the drugs;· the. opioids 

colltained defects in its design that inadeit unreasonably dangerous arid unfit for its. futended use. 

These defects include, but are not limited to, defect in design, defect in the manufacturing process,. · . ' 

defect in matketi.ng by improper, inadequate instructions, arut' failure to wain of the dangers of the 

product. Notwithstanding the Defendants•: claims of the safety Qf the drug and that it was not 

addictive, it is now clear that opioids are highly addictive, incredibly destructive, and unreasonably 

dangerous. The design defect proximately caused injury and damages to Plaintiff and Plaintifrs 

property: The design defect in opioids rendered the produ~ dangerous to an extent beyopd that 

which would be contemplated by the ordinary and reasonable buyer of the drug. 

175. The Defendants are strictly liable for the injuries suffered by Plaintiff caused by the 

design defect in opioids. Plaintiff's injuries and losses are continuing and permanent in nature. . 

i 76. As a direct and proximate result of the defective design of opfoids, Plaintiff asseru ·: 

a claim for strict liability against the· Defendants. Plaintiff prayS for a judgment for all 

compensatory and punitive damage8 against Defendants including, but not limited to, 

~compensated care an.d treatment of those who became addicted to Defendants' drugs and those 

individuals injured in the drug trade, and related expenses, .including ariy such damages reasonably 

certain to be in~urred in the future, in an amount exceeding that required by federal court 
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jurisdiction in .diversity of citizenship cases to be detennined by the jury, plus costs and all other 

reli~fto which ·Plaintiff is entitled by law. 

~OUNT THRJt.E: ARKANSAS.DRUG.DEA.UR LIA'.BILlTY .ACT 

177. Plaintiff.incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs.1-176 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

178. The Arkansas Drug Dealer Liability Act~ ("ADDLA"), Ark .. Code Ann. § 16-l24-

.101 et stq. provides a civil remedy for those· injured by the illegal drug trade. 

179. A medical care facility like Pl&ntiff i~ a "person" who "may bring an action in 

circuit co:urt fo:i: damages caused by use of ari illegal dtug. Ark. Code .Awl. § 16-124-d 04(a). 

18(). Under Arkansas criminal laws, .. opioids are illegal drugs for pmposes of the 

ADDLA. By default, it is illegal to possess any Schedule II drug, including opioids. Ark. Code 

Ann. § 5-64-419. Possession of opioids only becomes iega1 once prescribed to an individual by a 

physician in compliance with federal law. Ark. Code Ann.:§ 5-64-308. 

181. The ADD LA imposes liability on those who directly participate in the distribution 

of an illegal dmg that causes damages. A medical facility like Plaintiff is entitled to bring a c~aim 

under the ADDLA against any '~erson who knowingly distributed. or knowingly participated in 

the distribution of an illegal dmg that was actually used by the individual drug user.0 Ark Code 

Ann.§ 16-124-104(b). 

182. Under the ADDLA, a medical care facility like Plaintiff may recover all of the 

following damages: 

(I) Economic damages, including, but not limited to: 

A. The costs of trea:tm~t and rehabilitation; 

B. Medical Expenses; 
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C. Loss of economic or educational potential; 

D. Loss of productivity; 

C. Abs~teeism.; 

F.. Support expenses; 

G. Accidents or injmy~ and 

R Any other pec~niary lo~s c~useQ. by the illegal diug use; 

(2) ExempJary damages; 

(3) R~a:~onable attorney's fees; 

(4) The costs of suit, including, but not limited to, reasonable expense:S· for 

~pert testjmony. 

Ark. Code Ann.§ l6-124-104(c). 

183. Plaintiff asserts a claim under the ADD LA for judgment for all con1pensatory and 

, punitive damages agidnst the Defendants inch.tding, but not limited to econolllic qamages, 

exemplary damages, reasonable ·attorney's ·fees; and the costs of bringing this suit, including but 

IiQt limited to, exp¢ witness fees, jlJ aµ amount ex~ding that reqUired by federal court 

jurisdiction in diversity of citizenship cases, to be determined by the jury, plus costs and all other 

relief to which Plai.iltiff is entitled by law. 

DEl\-lAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

184. Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class demand trial by jury on. all issues. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class pray for the following relief: 

a. F.or certification of a class consisting of all hospitals in the State of Arkansas, 

ex.duding those owned and operated by the state and federal governments; 
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b. .Appointment of Plaintiff as representative of the Class; 

c. Aj>pointment of Plaintitrs counsel as attorneys for the Class; 

d. For judgment against all Defendants for actual damages.; compen$810ry (Jamag~s. 

exempt~, ami punitive damages. 

e. A\t()rney's fees and all co~ in~urred in the prosecution ~f this ~ion and for all 

other appropriate relief; 

Respectfully submitted. 

• 2008283 

RQbert Henry .. .Bob". Edwards, Ark. Bar No. 99010 
the.Edwards Firm, P.L.L.C. 
111 West Thiro street' 
Little· Rock, Arkansas· 1220 I 
bob@bobedwardslaw.com. 

c.c~ "Clift" Gibso~ m, Ark Bar No. 81067 
Lee Dougi!U Curtyj Ark Bar No. 2014153 
Gibson&. Ke~th. P.L.L.C. 
1 l 9 South Main Street 
P.O. Drawer 447 
Monticello, AR 71657 
ccgiii@gibs0rumdkeith.com 
ldc{@.gibsonandkcith.com 

AttOrneys for the Plaintiff 
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